β-sheet ribbons represent highly ordered geometry of the structure. However participation in hydrophobic core formation appears different. The structure of the complete domain represents status of not-regular hydrophobic core. Some β-structural fragments appear to represent the hydrophobicity density distribution accordant with the idealized distribution of hydrophobicity as expected using fuzzy oil drop model. Four β-structural fragments generating one common layer appear to be unstable in respect to general structure of hydrophobic core. This area is expected to be more flexible than the other part of molecule. The influence of ligand binding (two 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol) and two SS-bonds on the structure of hydrophobic core will be discussed. In this paper we present the definition of the fuzzy automata for determining the structure of the early-stage intermediate in protein folding. This construction has been formulated using concept of fuzzy sets and the rules of fuzzy linguistic. The process has been divided in two steps. First step which can be called 'learning' is intended to determinate degrees of membership (from the interval [0, 1]) for each tetrapeptide taken from the one of seven structural motifs describing in the in silico model. Second step lets us to try to do automatic classification of an individual amino acid in its position belonging to the one of the seven structural motifs. Fuzzy automata is working analyzing sequential list of variables. It starts in the initial state and due to results of decision function d changes its internal states depending on previous state and variable value. In each step function d gives the fuzzy set of internal automata states as its result. Then automata chooses one internal state as the next state. The rule is to choose the state for which its degree of membership is highest and in next recursive steps are choosing states according to ascending degrees of membership. When automata reaches the last variable and finally changes its internal state it checks whether this state belongs to F (ending state). If not -automata returns back to the previous state and previous variable and recursively repeats its action choosing different way in consecutive steps. It is possible that in some cases all ways will be checked and the automata did not reach ending state. In this case there will be no answer, so that individual amino acid in this position of the chain cannot be assigned to any of these seven classes.
STx software tool published by the Austrian Academy of Sciences, following manual signal segmentation. The validity of automatic formant extraction was assessed by the analyst performing the measurement using spectrographic data along with Fourier and LPC analysis. The Multilayer Perceptron models of neural networks was used to verify the hypothesis. Two possible combinations of formant frequencies (F1-F2-F3 and F2-F3) representing stressed or unstressed /e/ vowels and the duration of the vowel [ms] were considered as predictors for models created for each context separately. Than models for aggregated data were performed with additional context-related information. The results confirm the verified hypothesis. The authors have determined that the accuracy of classification is greater when based on a single context than for similar input data aggregated over several different contexts. All computations were carried out using the STATISTICA Neural Networks v.10 software (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).
Interfaces for tetraplegic people -review of solutions supporting activities of daily living
Augustyniak P. 1 , Mikrut Z. 1 
Department of Automatics and Biomedical Engineering, AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland
Currently, a disabled person can participate in social living and proceed with independent individual living with the assistance of intelligent support from technology. The paper reviews various approaches and recent achievements in designing and prototyping of interfaces for tetraplegic people proposed by Biocybernetic Laboratory AGH. After a short review of other available systems, three categories of ADL supporting solutions are presented: input devices, control software and independent systems. Joysticks were selected as preferable input devices, among other tested options (touchpad, tongue manipulator, eyetracker, blow sensor and direct sensor of brain electrical activity). Joysticks are free from hygienic issues, tolerant to accidental use or excessive force and easily operable by chin or mouth. The flexibility required for personalization of input devices has been achieved with dedicated software defining the interpretation of operators' gestures. This process includes the identification of gesture, its duration and coincidence to adapt the final signal to the specificity of a supported human. The paper also presents two independent systems dedicated to support of selected ADL. One of them is an intelligent interface for infrared-based remote control of home appliances, and the second is a joystick-based emulator of computer mouse. Both devices have learning mode that allows for adaptation to the particular environment (i.e. devices to be controlled) and specific abilities of the human operator.
Direct immobilization of human cytokine antibodies on TiO2 nanotubes array
Arkusz K. 1 , Krasicka-Cydzik E. 1 
1

Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Zielona Góra, Poland
So far the direct immobilization of bioreceptors on the surface of negatively charged titania nanotubes (TNT) was only possible in case of positively charged proteins [1] [2] . As the monoclonal antibodies (mAb) are negatively charged in human plasma to develop immunosensor on TNT, based entirely on physical adsorption, bioreceptors with the isoelectric point higher than the pH of the buffer or the modification of platform material must have been applied. The aim of our research was to prepare thermally modified TNT array to elaborate platform for direct immobilization of IL-6, IL-8 and TNFα mAb. TNT layers were formed by anodizing of the Ti foil in ethylene glycol solution with 0.6% wt. NH4F and annealed in argon at 550°C for 2h. SEM, EDS and XPS analysis, along with the electrochemical measurements were used to characterize the material. The immobilization of mAb on the TNT surface was performed by the drop technique and the efficiency was evaluated by the spectrophotometric analysis. Thermal modification of TNT allows to convert TiO2 into anatase/rutile mixture, changing its properties into semiconducting material and obtain the positive value of open circuit potential. The results of spectrophotometric analysis confirmed the interaction between the OH groups located on the surface of TNT and the COOH groups of negatively charged mAb. We considered the location and conformation of mAb enabling the formation of antigen-antibody complex. Thermal modification of TNT allowed us to immobilize the mAb by physical adsorption. In this new strategy it is not required to pre-treat probe surface with any kind of blocking buffer. 
Modelling of cortico-subcortical loops
Gorzelańczyk E. 1 
Department of Theoretical Basis of Bio-Medical Sciences and Medical Informatics, Collegium Medicum of Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, Poland
The concept of cortico-subcortical loops is one of the explanations of the physiological control of the majority of motor, emotional and cognitive functions. The most important elements are striatum and cerebral cortex. Especially in the pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex and medium spiny neurons of the striatum there is capacity for plastic changes relating to the control of broadly defined mental functions (motor, emotional, cognitive). The cerebral cortex is linked to the striatum via cortico-subcortical pathways, from where information is transmitted to the globus pallidus pars internalis or the substantia nigra pars reticulata (which physiologically and anatomically constitute one structure) or via the ventral globus pallidus reach the thalamus and the cerebral cortex subsequently. The increase in concentration of dopamine in the striatum facilitates the choice of information channels, which will be disinhibited, while the decrease in concentration of dopamine hinders the choice. The reason of errors occurring in the selection of behaviours adjusted to a particular situation or difficulties in completing already chosen behaviours in the Parkinson's disease, in which concentration of dopamine in the nigrostriatal pathway is decreased, are tried to be explained with the presented model.
Saccadic eye movement abnormalities in Alzheimer's disease
Walecki P. 1 in the stability of the execute motion in HIV-negative patients and statistically significant improvement in the stability of motion in HIV-positive patients (reduction of amplitude variations for all components, p < 0.05). A single dose of methadone in opioid-addicted individuals reduces dominant hand tremors. This indicates improvement in graphomotor and psychomotor functions. Administration of a single, therapeutic dose of the substitution will improve stability of the performed motion which has been observed particularly in patients with HIV-positive.
Diagnostic tools for the evaluation of disorders associated with HIV infection
Walecki P. The aim of this study is to assess whether and to what extent the cognitive and psychomotor processing in patients addicted to opioids is different in comparison to healthy subjects (transverse study) and what is the short-term and long-term impact (longitudinal study) of the administration of substitute substances (drug-substitution treatment) in patients addicted to opiates. The aim is to improve the original (copyright) psychomotor assessment battery both technically -the calculation of new parameters in the non-linear variables and clinically -finding the psychomotor and cognitive markers in opiate addicts, in particular on the basis of the results obtained in the research and study of eye movements. We compare the cognitive and psychomotor functions in patients addicted to opioids both HIV-positive and HIV-negative. Identifying the characteristic pattern of psychomotor disturbances (graphomotor disorders, abnormal eye movements) can be a valuable diagnostic tool that supports clinical and neuropsychological evaluation of effectiveness of pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy.
Model of activity dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) in saccadic eye movements
Walecki P. 1 , Lasoń W. 1 
1
Department of Bioinformatics and Telemedicine, Jagiellonian University Medical College, Poland
The dorsal attention system is located bilaterally in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPF)C and is associated with descending volitional processes of visual control. Within the studies were analyzed characteristic patterns of neural activity related with the cognitive processes in saccadic refixations, as well as activity of DLPFC, depending on the performance of externally guided saccades (prosaccades) and the internally guided saccades (antisaccades). In tasks that require conscious visual control latency is significantly longer in the antisaccades task than in those of prosaccades. Based on the results can be concluded that the DLPFC plays a key role in the volitional saccadic refixations, especially in planning and visual attention.
From Hippocrates to statistics in medicine. An historical perspective
Gryglewski R. 1 
1
Department of Medical History, Jagiellonian University Medical College, Poland
The purpose of this presentation is to show in the historical perspective and on the selected examples transformation of an biological model of life functions which is clearly present in the medical theories from times of Hippocrates until present days. Hippocrates introduced to the art of medical practice some level of philosophical reflection and by that raised it to the level of science and by that creating medicine. We can say that by shaping his theory of life which was based on the principle of balance of four liquids, Hippocrates created de facto first model of living organism; in its proper physiological condition, as well as in its pathological symptoms. The influence of the Hippocratic thought on the development of European medicine was significant, and became an inspiration for many generations of physicians seeking for a final definition of health and disease. Santorius physiological experiments, Sydenham's nosological system, concepts of iatrophysics and iatrochemists or Boerhaave's clinical teaching: all those can be seen as a transformation of the original Hippocratic model. There was a constant need for more and more sophisticated tools to fulfil this aim. Introduction of statistical methods in the 19th century medicine opened new ways for scientific investigation; the numerical method used by French physician Pierre-Charles-Alexandre Louis was the very first step in that direction. It was the curtail move towards modern clinical trials. From historical perspective we clearly see how statistics played important role in the formation of pathological and epidemiological models, which date back to Semmelweis's work on puerperal fever or had it full impact on development of the EBM model.
Homology modeling of the human sodium dependent glucose transporter hSGLT1 (SLC5A1)
Kłys M. 1 , Kraszewski S. 1 
Faculty of Fundamental Problems of Technology, Wrocław University of Technology, Poland
According to the theory of Otto Warburg [1] , the prime cause of the cancer is the replacement of aerobic respiration present in normal cells by sugar fermentation. It was found that the human SGLT1 is expressed in colorectal, gastrointestinal and kidney tumours [2] . Therefore, investigation of this transporter can be crucial in development of new kind of cancer treatments, which involve membrane protein inhibitions. Due to the lack of experimentally obtained human SGLT1 structure, we used spatial structure of the vSGLT (bacterial one), which has the identity of amino acids sequences at 32 % (60% of similarity ), and the MODELLER software, to obtain the human SGLT1 model. Model preparation was supported by protein secondary structure prediction softwares as: HMMTOP, DAS, TMHMM, TOPPRED2, MEMSAT-SVM, MEMSAT3, PSIPRED, RAPTORX, NETSURF. The investigation of different amino acids sequences alignment between vSGLT and hSGLT1 required to produce an accurate model by MODELLER software was made. On this basis, obtained model, which satisfied the expectations of: the lowest energy, the best DOPE score profile for the model and template, and passed structural analysis, was chosen for further molecular dynamics (MD) study. A system that contains the sodium channel human SGLT1 embedded in a fully hydrated membrane was run using MD. The stability of the system in time was measured by root mean square deviation. The human SGLT1 binding sites of sugar and sodium was compared with binding sites of vSGLT to validate obtained model. With increased concerns about patient safety comes an increase in the application of new technologies in medical education. This is undoubtedly fostered by the development of electronics, computer science, engineering, and materials associated with continuous advances in medicine. Today the use of medical simulators and computer simulation programs used to train various skills such as improvement techniques is expanding rapidly, for example in surgery. Thanks to these technologies before the doctor starts to work in a clinical environment he has a chance of overtraining certain skills in a non-clinical environment. Orthopedics and rehabilitation in this context deserve a special mention, because in many areas it has initiated the development of computer simulation programs and simulators in design research, diagnostics and operations. This is due to the fact that these departments of medicine by their nature are considering a person in full, is strictly based on the statics and dynamics of human skeletal muscle, and not only to the individual organs. At present, the development of orthopedics means that residents, in a much shorter period of time, must acquire the knowledge and skills that their older colleagues gained over the years, while learning as they performed surgery on patients. As a result, alternative teaching methods, such as training on simulators and computer simulations are becoming more desirable in the training of residents, as well as refresher training for senior staff in the event of deployment, eg. New surgical techniques. The traditional, yet effective, training model in medicine is based on the principle of "master-disciple" and involves teaching on patients by the old adage: "see, do, teach the next". Changing the current rules of the organization of work in hospitals could cause a rupture in the bond between trainer and trainee. To cope with this situation, it is necessary to introduce a new model of education. In the scientific literature much has been written in many places that a change of paradigm in the education of orthopedic surgeons is taking into account the integration of new technologies into teaching profession. Synthetic training will then be necessary. The use of simulation in medicine, as well as in aviation, will become a standard. The point is is that thanks to the acquired skills in this way, it is possible to increase the level of patient safety, learn teamwork, and improve communication with the patient. Attention has been focused on the graphic and spatial presentation of examples of equipment, computer programs and electronic materials used in e-learning simulations related to the issue of diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the hip and knee. The key to the preparation of the poster was to review the current state of knowledge in this field and its spatial representation. The simulation and simulator issues are depicted on the poster in two aspects: (I). Techniques, i.e. the use of the device to mimic another device (imitator), artificially reproducing the properties of an object or course of specific processes. The concept of simulation in the technical aspect is so synonymous with a specific device, ie. simulator. (II). Computer science -the application of a particular computer program to reproduce the performance of certain equipment or specific processes. The notion of simulation in the aspect of it is so closely associated with the concept of computer simulation, which is the study of the behaviour of real objects on the basis of the actions of computer programs which simulate this behaviour. Computer modeling and simulations are commonly used methods of researches in many areas of a science, including the biomechanics. To development of these methods contributed a rapid development in computer technology, both in hardware and software. A range of their applications includes assisting in the processes of biomechanics, sports training and rehabilitation. Simulink is the program that is used to computer modeling. It is a part of a mathematical package the MathWorks MATLAB. This is an interactive software package intended for modeling, simulation and analysis dynamic systems. Simulink is equipped with an intuitive user interface. It contains a special library of block diagram, and allows to create components customized to specific needs. The paper presents a mathematical model of the knee joint, which was developed in Simulink. The model was used for research of its parameters under dynamic conditions. A modern clinical and sports medicine increasingly uses training and diagnostic equipment. They allow to monitor a training process, a cycle control and an evaluation of its basic parameters. These devices are used to carry out the training process for healthy people as well as rehabilitation of persons with impaired organ movement functions. Developed measuring properties allow to define many parameters and biomechanical functions. They can estimate a state of a particular biomechanical group and monitor its an efficiency for a long period of time.
Modeling of the dynamics of the knee joint in the simulink
Dynamic's researchers of a knee joint for different types of loads
The main aim of the researches was to determine an impact a type of the load on the dynamic parameters during straightening of a knee joint. It compared parameters of the sick and healthy limbs under the influence of the use a particular load. The article presents results of measurements dynamic parameters of a knee joint. Measurements obtained during using different types of loads for healthy people. The second part of the paper concerns the comparison of functioning a sick and healthy limb of the test person. Proper control of postprandial glycemic excursions constitutes an important problem in diabetes treatment. Typically, patients with diabetes determine nutritional value of a meal using their judgment and experience to determine an appropriate amount of insulin compensating the nutritional contents of the meal. The aim of the work was to design and develop the system that calculates insulin doses compensating meals based on the verbal description thereof. We developed an algorithm for determining insulin dose related to a meal comprising the steps of: (1) processing the verbal description of the meal by an automatic speech recognition (ASR) algorithm to change it into a textual description, (2) analysis of a textual description of meal to determine its nutritional value (the developed algorithms are language-independent), (3) determining a complementary dosage of insulin based on the content of the meal and its nutritional value. The designed method was implemented in a system, called VoiceDiab, consisting of: the smartphone application, the ASR server, the meal analyzing server and the insulin dose calculator. Two types of the system were developed, i.e. the client-server system and the stand-alone system. Preliminary tests of the client-server system in a group of patients with diabetes demonstrated that it was able to properly recognize 98.5% food products. Taking into consideration that usage of smartphones is widespread and that ASR algorithms are getting more and more effective we conclude that VoiceDiab might become an useful tool in patients with diabetes who are not properly educated to effectively control postprandial glucose changes. We developed a new method and instrumentation for Infra-Red (IR) thermal imaging we call Active Dynamic Thermography (ADT). Last few years we try to prove the value of this method in several medical applications as evaluation of skin burn treatment, cardiosurgery wound healing and others. Crucial for understanding of healing processes and it's quantitative description are thermal models of tested tissues. The ADT belongs to the group of model based methods, that use quantitative approach to show objectively changes of applied descriptors. As major procedure thermal transient processes are observed. Using cooling excitation in the form of the step function thermal properties of tested tissue at the region of interest (ROI) are determined. Both, advanced 3-D thermal models of tested ROI as well as the simplest twoexponential analytical expression are developed for description of the same biological structure. Thermal time constants are practically sufficient for quantitative characterization of affected tissue and prediction of it's healing. During last 10 years several in vivo study series with animals, totally more than 100 pigs, as well as clinical cases, ranging ca 400 cardiosurgery patients allow to show high value of the proposed procedures. The main outcomes of these studies are new diagnostic methods. One which allows to propose proper treatment of skin burns, showing at the second day after burn the region demanding surgery intervention. The second one, allowing to evaluate post-cardiosurgery wound in terms of possible complications.
The role of thermal models in evaluation of wound healing processes
eA12 MCSB 2015, Cybernetic Modelling of Biological Systems, Kraków, Poland, 14-15 May 2015 laparoscopic trainer. The goal of this study was to investigate the difference between the signal obtained from the person unskilled in the field of using laparoscopic tools and the same person after the series of training. The volunteers (equal gender distribution, 24-27 years of age) were recruited for an experiment on laparoscopic trainer. Novice users had to tie surgical knots in the allotted time. The measurement was performed for complete beginner and repeated after the training series. Muscular activity was recorded from the four groups of muscles on each arm with using the bipolar concentric surface AgCl electrodes. The measurements were conducted with the 8 channel surface EMG recorder. Qualitative analysis of the complex motor task require an appropriate tools, therefore we decided to apply the method which does not focus on the traditional statistical tests. The analysis is based on the parameters describing the multifractal spectrum. The mean values of the Hurst exponent and the spectrum width were calculated. The statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) were found for a selected group of muscles. The proposed method of multifractal analysis -MDFA can bring us closer to the understanding of the true nature of the process during complex movements.
A method of predicting the secondary protein structure based on dictionaries The shape of a protein chain may be analyzed at different levels of details. In many cases a description of the local shape, the secondary structure, is enough to find out some properties of proteins. The problem of finding the precise 3D shape given only the amino acid sequence is very complex. But the secondary structure may be found even without having the full 3D information. Many methods have been developed for this purpose, usually based on similarities to other proteins with known shapes. The presented paper proposes a method based on dictionaries of known structures. The dictionary method has been developed based on data available in the PDB database. It takes into account a large number of protein chains (tens of thousands) and tries to recreate the analyzed chain from subchains found in the database. The corresponding secondary structure is assumed to be preserved in the analyzed chain. All tests have been performed 'in silico' with the PDB database as the source of both the training and testing data. The overall performance of the method depends heavily on the size of the dictionary. Experiments have been performed with testing sets not similar to any elements in the training set. To speed up the processing, associative arrays implemented as hash tables have been used. Accuracies of up to 79% percent have been achieved. Results of the basic method are of course not as good as of sophisticated methods involving complex alignment algorithms, evolutionary information etc. but the method may be improved by modifying the way how subchains are compared (allowing approximate matching) and how the statistics is collected. We propose a new scheme of modeling spatial interactions between cancer cells based on the idea of Spatial Evolutionary Games. Our approach takes explicitly into account heterogeneity of cancer cells which leads to the conclusion that cells do not represent selected phenotypes (strategies) but rather their mixture. To our knowledge first paper in which spatial evolutionary games are used to model spatial effects of interactions between cancer cells is [1] . The games (SEGT models) are played iteratively on a lattice forming torus. The following steps are performed every iteration: payoff updating -the sum of local fitness in the neighborhood, removing players -cell mortality, reproductiondefining which phenotype will be on an empty place. We propose to describe the strategies as a mixture of phenotypes by frequency of occurrences. The spatial games resulting from this assumption will be called mixed spatial evolutionary games (MSEG). Modification of the way spatial games are used requires the change in definition of the local fitness. It is defined in a way similar to an expected result of the game with mixed-type strategies. The result given by each pair of strategies is multiplied by their frequency of occurrence. The analysis is more complex, due to an increased number of feasible spatial structures. In our study we compare simulation results for different models based on spatial evolutionary games describing interaction of cancer cells [2] . Recent studies indicate growing trends of breast cancer incidence. To obtain crucial diagnostic information two types of examinations are performed: MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), which shows the structure of treated tumour and PET (Positron Emission Tomography), where metabolic active structures are marked. Above mentioned two types of examination are performed in different patient position (MRI -prone, PET -supine) what makes them difficult to compare. The main goal of this study is to create deformation method, which would allow to merge images from MRI and PET diagnostic procedures. Resulting image is created as in supine position which would be more informative for the surgery. Developed deformation method takes advantage of Osirix and Ansys software. First step of the method is breast tissues segmentation from MRI images. Based on ROIs detected in Osirix software, spatial mesh is created and as solid imported into Mechanical ANSYS. Next, deformation of the model due to gravitational forces is simulated. Obtaining results are compared with PET images. Based on recent results the method is precise concerning tumour dislocation and the best mapping is obtained along gravitational force axis. However there are some inaccuracies while deforming body surface. Described method occurred to be more precise than commonly used non-rigid registration methods, yet further development is still needed. Current results were described as satisfactory by MD cooperating in this project. Next step in this work would be interpolation of MRI images onto deformed mesh created in the process described above. Another field of improvement is method automation. Epidemiological studies of cruciferous crops (Brassica oleracea) consumption show reduction in incidence and progression of prostate and colon cancer among the others. Cabbage, broccoli and cauliflower are source of organo-sulphur compounds: S-methyl cysteine sulphoxide and glucosinolates. Metabolism of glucoraphanin in gut lumen leads to sulforaphane (SF), exerting mild pro-oxidant activity required to induction of phase 2 and antioxidant genes that in result reduces level of inflammatory cytokines. We are conducting diet intervention prostate cancer study to elucidate effects of increased levels of SF on molecular phenotype in healthy prostate tissue. The aims of this pilot study are to provide for the first time evidence in humans for the critical role of SF in regulating metabolism, and to identify the underlying mechanisms by which SF can reduce the risk of aggressive prostate cancer. For the sake of improved interpretation of simultaneous gene expression and metabolism response we are challenging state-of-the-art methods to integrate omics data. In integration of multiple data types e.g. transcriptomics and metabolomics, the typical statistical approaches as canonical correlation analysis (CCA) are failing due to small number of observations (e.g. conditions, diet etc.) in comparison to data size (number of genes, metabolites). Modifications currently available are not ideal due to the need of adding simulated data resulting in lack of p-values computation or by pruning of variables hence losing potentially valid information. Our approach reduces the complexity by making use of functional relationships in the data. The workflow includes functional subdivision of data sets to reach the expected data structure, statistical analysis within groups and initial interpretation of results. Including gene transcription data can effectively help in interpreting variation in concentrations of key metabolites. By applying pathway and network analysis, data obtained by various platforms (e.g. microarrays) are grouped with moderate stringency to avoid functional bias. As a consequence classical CCA and other multivariate models can be applied to calculate robust statistics and provide easy to interpret associations between lipids and corresponding genes.
Mixed spatial evolutionary games
We are able to demonstrate that our approach improves detection of metabolite function related genes, in comparison to applying rCCA or PLS statistics alone. The human brain routinely performs figure/ground separation like picking up a cup on table, or grasping an apple from a tree. Figure/ ground separation is used not only in vision, but in separating voice from chatter, touch and other modalities, and remains a challenge in artificial intelligence and machine learning. To approach this problem we have shown figure/ground separation in laterally-connected sheet of 'integrate-and-fire' spiking neurons. Biologically, the lateral connections and sheet are based on 'gap junction' electrical synapses between dendrites and soma of brain neurons, e.g. cortical layer 5 pyramidal cells and interneurons. The method is based on locally computing the average integration potential for each neuron using lateral connection inputs as well as direct sensory inputs. We show results for artificial as well as real world images in which the model adaptively extracts a figure from background, irrespective of actual numerical value of the figure's pixels. Lateral modulation enables collective integration and synchronized firing/spiking of large groups of neurons. As lateral connections open and close, a zone of integration moves through the larger system. With further development, such 'mobile zones' offer models for executive agency, causal action, attention and correlates of consciousness in intelligent systems.
Modeling figure/ground separation with spiking neurons
Patent protection of computer-implemented inventions
Pawłowski A. 1 
1
EUPATENT.PL, Poland
Inventors in IT sector are often faced with a problem: does copyright protect our software adequately or should we seek broader protection?
The presentation explains the key differences between copyright and patent protection to allow the inventor taking a well-founded decision on how to protect the intellectual property in software. First, the types of computer-implemented inventions are discussed to present the concept of "technical" and "non-technical" inventions. These concepts are treated differently at the Polish and European Patent Office, and the differences are explained to help selecting the office at which the patent application should be filed. Next, the patenting process is explained, with tips on how to speed up the process to be granted a patent before the software becomes out of date. Examples of patented software algorithms are presented.
Computer simulation of the regulation mechanism in metabolic diseases
Świerkosz A. 1 
AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland
Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic diseases caused by malfunction of blood sugar regulatory processes and has been reported as related to 8.3% of adult population i.e. nearly 400 million people worldwide. This paper provides a review of facts and principles important for understanding the regulation mechanisms and the role of insulin. The author relies on mathematical modeling of these mechanisms and provides few formulas and computer applications dedicated for diabetes' use. The modeling aims to find a correct dose of insulin as a response to a series of measurement results on glucose concentration. In conclusion the author recommends selected methods for personal self-check of glucose level and stresses on the importance of regular checking the blood-related parameters.
Brain-computer interface for wireless remote control
Dindorf R. The conducted laboratory tests confirm that various brain electrical signals -bioelectrical signals (BES) may be used in wireless remote control process. Brain-computer interface (BCI) translates these signals into outputs that allows users to communicate without participation of peripheral nerves and muscles. The natural biosignals generated by brain, facial muscles and eye muscles read by the NIA (Neural Impulse Actuator) are translated into control commands in the controller of pneumatic servo system. Biosignals (EEG, EMG and EOG) detected by means of special forehead band with three sensors are sent to the actuator box, where they are interpreted as control signals. The control signals from the actuator box are transmitted via a wireless WiFi network to the controller of servo-drive. The control operator has a band on their head with three electrodes, which record bioelectrical signals generated by the brain, face and eye muscles. The signals are then enhanced by the Neural Impulse Actuator (NIA), fed into a Wireless Network Interface Controller (WNIC) and analysed by appropriate software which is included with the device. The precision of position control of the electro-pneumatic servo drive may be increased by the operator undergoing appropriate training. As a result of the experiment the positional control characteristics of electro-pneumatic servo mechanism for different input signals were obtained. Electrical activity signals generated by muscle movements (eyeball movement, clenching of teeth) are the easiest to use. The bioelectrical signals subjected to appropriate training control may be used in pneumatic servo system requiring significant precision position.
Performance characteristics of J-PET detector simulated using GATE package Kowalski P. Novel PET system based on plastic scintillators is developed by the J-PET collaboration [1, 2] . In order to determine performance characteristics of built scanner prototype, advanced computer simulations must be performed. Simulations are performed using GATE software (Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission) in CIŚ cluster (Świerk Computing Centre at National Centre for Nuclear Research). Performance of any PET scanner may be evaluated inter alia using dependencies between true, scattered and accidental coincidences [3] . Results of studies of such coincidences for the J-PET scanner will be presented. Skin tumours are the most frequent cancer in the general population with a rising trend. Dermoscopy enables more accurate diagnosis than traditional naked-eye examination and has been shown to be improved by information provided by reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM). Teledermatology has traditionally allowed for the exchange of medical information across the internet and the advent of new technology enables nearly immediate access to expert consultation without the limitation of distance based on store-and-forward (SAF) technology with the upload, download, and review of digital dermoscopy images. With the advancement of cloud based telemedicine systems, developed in the United States and Germany, and high speed internet connection data can now be streamed instantaneously allowing for the transmission of larger size file formats that can be used in various applications. We now have the ability to efficiently add reflectance confocal microscopy into a telemedicine platform including the supervision of a dermatology department skin cancer screening workflow from one computer workstation and to have potentially immediate access to experts at any location via simultaneous upload and streaming. A new model of high technology skin cancer screening will be presented integrating the diagnostic workflow applied with SAF system called Vivanet Plastic scintillators are the key part of positron emission tomography device which is being constructed at the Jagiellonian University. Experiments confirmed that low detection efficiency and slight probability of photoelectric effect do not prevent the use of plastic scintillators as detectors for 511 keV gamma quanta [1] The novelty of the J-PET scintillator concept lies in the application of 2-(4-styrylphenyl) benzoxazole as a wavelength shifter [2] Properties of the J-PET scintillators will be presented and discussed in the context of the positron emission tomography. 
Unauthenticated
Comparative studies of FE boards for use of J-PET scanner
Niedźwiecki S. 1 1 Department of Nuclear Physics, Jagiellonian University, Poland
The Jagiellonian Positron Emission Tomograph (J-PET) prototype based on plastic scintillators is currently under development at the Jagiellonian University (see e.g. [1, 2] ). Each J-PET module consists of long polymer scintillator strip with fast photomultipliers connected to each end. In order to take advantage of the very good timing properties of plastic scintillators, a dedicated front end electronics need to be designed. Three different approaches to probe signal shapes will be presented: multi-constant threshold, multi-constant fraction and multidigital constant threshold [3] . For each of these probing methods results from tests and performed measurements will be presented. While researching new algorithms for computer graphics, we focused on the ones that are useful in modeling biological formations. Iterated Functions Systems (IFS) are commonly used to visualize fractals or three-dimensional self-similar objects. The brevity is their main advantage. In the simplest cases, it is enough to define the shape of the base module and the set of transformations in order to create multi-modular object. In the literature, models of shells, horns and beaks are described. To model more complex formations, the modified method is applied wherein parameters of the transformation depend on the number of an iteration. The presented method combines IFS with a new approach to modeling compound objects, that uses positioners. The positioner itself and its possible applications were described in papers that do not refer to IFS models. We will show how to use positioners with IFS models including branched ones (as models of the bronchial tree). The achieved models can be simplified or more accurate depending on the variant of the algorithm. Thanks to the positioners, these models have a continuous lateral surface regardless of used shape of cross-section. The algorithm is described along with requirements for a base module to accomplish such characteristic. It is indicated that positioners simplify the work of a graphic designer. Obtained models of bronchial trees can be used, e.g. in 3D interactive visualizations for medicine students.
Characterization of the spatial resolution of the J-PET detector
Kubicz E. 1 
1
Faculty of Physics, Astronomy and Applied Computer Science, Jagiellonian University, Poland A prototype of the positron emission tomography device based on plastic scintillators is currently being developed at the Jagiellonian University [1] [2] [3] . Point Spread Function (PSF) determined for the detector with different scintillator shapes will be shown. PSF can be used both to determine and to improve spatial resolution in PET scanners [4] . Spatial resolution of the J-PET prototype was determined using two 22Na radioactive isotopes placed inside the detector. Beta-lactamases are a main cause of bacterial resistance to commonly used beta-lactam antibiotics such as penicillins, cephalosporines and their derivatives. They hydrolize the beta-lactam ring present in these antibiotics' chemical structures and thus destroy these drugs. The usage of beta-lactamases' inhibitors allows to oppose drug destruction. The main goal of this contribution is application of quantum-chemical ETS-NOCV approach for detailed investigation of beta-lactamases' interactions with their inhibitors. The ETS-NOCV method is the combination of Natural Orbitals for Chemical Valence (NOCV) theory with Extended Transition State (ETS) energy decomposition approach. This methodology enables deeper insight into nature of bonding between interacting moieties proved by numerous studies. The applicability of ETS-NOCV was tested on the example of two beta-lactamase complexes: with (1R)-1-(2-thienylacetylamino)-1-(3-carboxyphenyl)methylboronic acid (sm2) and with N-2-thiophen-2-yl-acetamide-boronic acid (ctb) molecules. The applied methodology determined the interaction network between enzyme and its inhibitor and confirmed almost all interactions reported by experimentalists in both cases. However, for the complex with sm2 it showed new interactions not mentioned by experimentalists like e.g. hydrogen bonds formed by Asn170 and Asn132. We also observed in this complex that the NH group of methylboronic acid is completely inactive in the molecular interactions in contrast to its carbonyl oxygen atom which forms hydrogen bond to residues Asn104 and Asn132. The ETS-NOCV method was successfully applied for diagnostics of molecular interactions in the biochemical field of science. The results of this methodology not only confirm chemical interactions present in the complex enzyme-substrate suggested by experimentalists but also reveal interactions not pointed in experimental works and provide an evidence for their existence. There are many statistical methods for analysis of nominal (categorical data). The most popular analysis of such data is chi-squared test of independence although its results often are not sufficient for researchers. This contribution concerns application of several selected statistical analysis for determination of risk factors for complication appearance after the ischaemic stroke. The origin of these complications could be neurological, respiratory, dermatic, circulation, physiological, gastric-enteric and orthopaedic. It is very challenging and important especially for the patients to quickly diagnose complications during the first days of stroke. Analysed data are connected with the ischaemic stroke and concerns basic factors responsible for the appearing complications after stroke as gender, age groups (below 20, 20-40, 40-60 and over 60), smoking habits and presence of diabetes for 1000 examined people. The statistical methods used for calculations start from the ordinary chi-squared test of independence, through correspondence analysis up to generalized linear models such like logistic regression model, log-linear analysis and CHAID analysis. Applied statistical techniques allowed for investigation of interactions between variables and reveal many interesting details. They pointed that all chosen variables (age, gender, smoking and diabetes) are important factors for stroke complication. The increase of patient age causes the increase of complication probability. Furthermore, the gender and smoking habits have significant influence on this relation. Additionally, it turns out that diabetes has moderator effect on complication appearance. This survey corroborates that we should not limit to traditional chi-square test purely. Application of more advanced statistical methods could exhibit interesting associations between variables which are not available using simple contingency table analysis. To sum up, chi-squared statistics is only the starting point in categorical data analysis and should be complemented of further analysis like correspondence analysis, logistic regression and log-linear models.
Application of Data Minning methods for determination of risk factor for complication appearance after the ischaemic stroke
Phylogenetic aspects of the concept of intelligent life design
Krajewski Z. and molecular relationship is considered as a basic concept of the intelligent life design system, using some analogies taken from molecular evolutionary models. Three steps of life design system are outlined, but the main subject is an attempt to find certain similar effects of the design system processes and the processes simulated with basic evolutionary substitution models: J-C, Felsenstein and HKY. An idea of gene reduction has been applied, from more complex (taking into account information density) biological systems to less complex, specialized biological systems. Two steps have been taken into consideration: a test stage in the virtual world and an adaptation finishing process after running the systems in the real world. Two algorithms have been applied. The first one has applied similarity related to accommodation process to required conditions in the virtual and the real world. The second algorithm has applied accommodation to required conditions separately (expressed as amino acid substitution) in the first step, using a convenient criterion, and further (similar to observable) accommodation in the real world. A phylogenetic tree, similar to a real one, has been calculated using the above method for mammals, for mtDNA, with the ML method and with the aid of PhyML for the HKY model. The paper is an introduction showing an aspect of the life design system, related to phylogenetic relationships.
Rough assessment of GPU capabilities for parallel PCC-based biclustering method applied to microarray datasets
Orzechowski P. Massively parallel computing architecture is proven to significantly shorten the time of computations for different clustering algorithms. Nonetheless, some limitations of the architecture impoverish the application of GPUs for the task of biclustering, in which it is intended to find local similarities within the data. This might be one of the reasons why there have been not so many biclustering algorithms proposed so far. In this article we verify if there is any potential for application of complex biclustering calculations on heterogeneous architectures. We introduce MMPC biclustering algorithm, which utilizes Pearson correlation for determining similarity between rows of the input matrix. We present two implementations of the algorithm: sequential and parallel, which is dedicated for heterogeneous environments. For the verification we used six GEO datasets with the experiments performed on Affymetrix Human Genome U133A microarray platform. The datasets had the same number of rows, but different number of columns. Two NVIDIA graphic cards were involved: Tesla M2090 in Fermi architecture and Tesla K20c in Kepler architecture. We verified the obtained speedups in order to assess if heterogeneous architecture may successfully shorten time of heavy biclustering calculations. We proved that both Fermi and Kepler architecture may successfully shorten the time of computations for the selected datasets and are suitable for performing heavy biclustering computations involving Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC). Nonetheless, its debatable if the similar gain may be achieved for less intensive computations. Colorblindness is the decreased ability to perceive colors correctly, varying from reduced spectral sensitivity of 1 of 3 retinal photoreceptors, through color vision reduced to only two dimensions, up to being completely unable to distinguish colors. Ishihara plates are the most widely used tool for detecting colorblindness, mainly due to their simplicity and low cost, although that they allow detecting only certain types of color vision disorders (CVD) and obtained results may be ambiguous. More accurate methods are less available due to their cost or complexity. Being properly diagnosed is not only important because of professional reasons but also everyday quality of life or even safety. All of these facts motivates the need for development new, low-cost and easy to use CVD detection method. This paper presents results of a pilot research on new computer-based CVD detection method, designed as an aid for screening tests on large groups of patients. Each diagnosis is based on analysis of user decisions and actions made while playing simple computer games. Each game is divided into four phases: introductory (used to explain game rules), initial (for detecting potential CVD), specifying (using diagnosis from previous phase to differentiate between dichromacy and anomalous trichromacy) and confirming (corroborating the final diagnosis). Computer games were chosen as a testing tool in order to minimize influence of external factors and to increase user involvement in the whole process. The experiment results (discussed in the paper) prove the system to be a useful tool for detecting color vision disorders, although it requires additional work on determining and corroborating the values for acceptance threshold and lie scale.
Computer-based method for detecting colorblindness
Mechanical valves in pulsatile Ventricular Assist Devices
Barcik J. 1 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Robotics, AGH University of Science and Technology in Kraków, Poland
Mechanically Circulatory Support therapy is realized with the use of Ventricular Assist Device (VAD) which supports the native heart. The aim of the project was to review constructions of valves used in VAD systems and perform conceptual design of a laboratory equipment to conduct valve pass/fail assessment test. Design was based on international standard ISO 5840:2005 which describes cardiac valve prosthesis. Construction of valves used in VADs systems and their operation environment are similar to cardiac valves prosthesis, therefore it is possible to adopt ISO 5840:2005 procedures to test valves used in VAD systems. Laboratory equipment was designed and selected based on literature review in the field of mock laboratory circulatory loop. Extensive state of the art done in the field of different types of valves used in MCS devices preceded the concept development of valve validation laboratory stand. Afterwards Author designed elements of laboratory stand which is able to perform a steady flow test verifying pressure drop on the valve. Additionally, laboratory stand was designed to perform test in pulsatile manner which imitates conditions of valve operation in the Ventricular Assist Device. Pulsatile test was equipped with certain modules responsible for simulation of vascular resistance and vascular compliance. Concepts of simulation cardiac conditions in laboratory environment presented in the project might be implemented during designing of mock circulatory loops which are necessary element of prove test for such devices as cardiac valve prosthesis, VADs system or even Total Artificial Heart. Additionally proposed solutions can be used in laboratory trials to observe different cardiovascular phenomena.
On scientific research using Scalarm Platform for modeling and simulation Discoveries in many fields of science, e.g. bioinformatics, are increasingly attained through large-scale experiments based on computer simulation. Typically, a simulation is repeated with different sets of input parameters to study correlation between input data and the results. Such experiments often use High Throughput Computing (HTC) resources to harness embarrassingly parallel nature of the experiments. This type of research, usually referred to as parameter studies, may be supported by resource management systems. However, they do not provide any way of intelligent input data selection nor integration with data analysis tools, hence scientists has to manually perform mundane work, e.g. simulation scheduling and results gathering. We argue that using a dedicated tool -Scalarm -decreases the time necessary to conduct such research by integrating computations on HTC resources with data preparation and analysis. Scalarm supports an extended variant of parameter studies, which involves Design of Experiments and data analysis steps to facilitate parameter space exploration and minimize the number of executed simulations. User starts an experiment by uploading a simulation model. Then, a parameter space to explore is specified. Next, the simulation model is executed for each element from the parameter space on HTC resources. Finally, results are gathered, visualized and analyzed, which often lead to parameter space expansion. Scalarm has been successfully applied to study problems from molecular dynamics, metallurgy and behavioural studies. In each case it has accelerated research by enabling scientists to focus on solving problems rather than managing resources. The pulse echo method is most often used in diagnostic methods based on ultrasonic imaging of tissue. It is also possible to specifically use for this purpose the Doppler effect and a continuous ultrasonic wave of a much higher energy. This method is called Doppler tomography Unauthenticated Download Date | 7/4/19 11:11 AM (DT), or continuous wave ultrasound tomography (CWUT). In this case, tomographic image reconstruction is based on recording of Doppler frequencies generated by the movement of ultrasonic probe (consisting of a sending and a receiving transducer) relative to static scatterers contained in the structure of the examined object. Doppler tomography is a special development of a well-known ultrasonic Doppler method used for imaging of blood flow or physiologic motion of tissues. Currently, there is a lack of comprehensive research on DT, in particular the simulations and measurements of the structure of biological media for analyzing applicability of this method in medical diagnostics, e.g. in bone examination. As a part of this study, a research set-up has been developed allowing the registration of Doppler signals resulting from the scattering of continuous ultrasonic wave by the arrangement of wires rotating in water. Also, a method to simulate Doppler frequencies for different layouts of point scatterers were developed along with the method of tomographic reconstruction, which allows imaging of these layouts. This allowed a preliminary analysis of the quality and resolution of DT imaging depending on the relative positions of scatterers, the quantization of rotation angles and Doppler frequency spectrum. The results indicate that DT allows imaging of the layout of scatterers, whose size is comparable to the length of the applied ultrasonic wave.
Omnidirectional B-mode ultrasound imaging of breast tissue
Opieliński K. 1 
1
Faculty of Electronics, Wrocław University of Technology, Poland
Breast cancer is now considered one of the major threats to public health among women. As a complement to X-ray mammography, conventional ultrasound imaging (UI) is currently used. However, it has limited resolution and depends on the operator, therefore it is not reliable enough for screening. Leading B-mode ultrasound scanner manufacturers currently launch expensive devices which enable to automatically scan the breast in vivo by the long linear array with the shape adapted to a female breast in the supine position, coupled using a gel and moved along the breast for several different angles of inclination. This paper presents a novel concept of two different methods of high-resolution omnidirectional B-mode ultrasound imaging of breast tissue in vivo, which are automatic and non-contact: full angle spatial compound imaging (FASCI) and omnidirectional ultrasound imaging (OUI). The essence of both methods is the use of a specially designed circular array of 1024 ultrasonic transducers surrounding the breast immersed in water. FASCI method involves compounding ultrasound image of each individual coronal breast section from partially overlapping fragments obtained around the breast from 32 sectors of the circular matrix. OUI involves direct imaging of whole coronal breast section by activating and switching the elementary transducers in the same manner as in conventional UI, but with the use of the circular array. FASCI method was tested using B-mode ultrasonic scanners with a sector probe and a linear array, which were rotated in water around the biopsy breast phantom. The resulting FASCI images of the phantom structures have better quality and much higher resolution in comparison to the conventional ultrasound images.
Influence of neural network structure on its performance in solving chosen medical problem Smyczyńska U. 1 
Department of Automatics and Biomedical Engineering, AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland
It is known that learning outcome in artificial neural networks (ANN) is influenced by their structure, particularly number of neurons. Thus, it was decided to investigate this effect on the example of multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) trained to predict final height (FH) of patients treated due to growth hormone deficiency (GHD). The dataset used in the experiment consisted of 150 training, 70 validation and 69 testing cases. All of them contained values of 8 different parameters that seem important for prediction of FH. Those data were used to train MLPs with single hidden layer (HL) containing from 1 to 3000 neurons and MLP without HL. The learning was stopped when no improvement of accuracy in validation set was observed for several tens of epochs. For each ANN size the procedure was repeated 10 times with different initializations. It was observed that the problem can be solved almost equally well (with average FH error about 4.2 cm in testing) by all networks containing from 0 to 100 hidden neurons (HN). All those ANN performed similarly in training and validation, while slightly worse in testing. Further increase in HN number resulted in observable worsening of prediction quality, especially in validation and testing. The problem of predicting FH in patients treated due to GHD seems to be relatively uncomplicated since it can be solved reasonably well even by MLP without hidden layer. However, when number of HN is increased, our dataset becomes too small to provide enough information for calculation of all weight coefficients accurately. Moreover, large MLPs show the tendency to learn training data rather than find a true dependence. The paper presents opportunities of signal analysis using S-transform. Images of the module and the angle of S-transform shown the results and may be used as models to compare with unknown signals and detect patterns and anomalies, even in very sophisticated signals. S-transform was defined by R. Stockwell. It is used, a many others, to investigate quality of energy wire, data from GPR etc. Its characteristics may be also used to examine other signals, including medical ones, like ECG. Utilizing S-transform, we can determine some of signals' properties. It is especially well-suited because it allows to pinpoint the property in term of time and frequency. Other interesting and useful characteristics of S-transform are: independence of response's amplitude to frequency of signals, progressive resolution and information about the signal phase. This paper presents definition and various examples of computing S-transform. The paper also coversa concept of using S-transform to investigate anomalies in signals.
Application of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for engagement detection in electroencephalographic time-series
Wójcik P. Even though the electroencephalographic techniques have been known for a century it is nowadays that low-cost electroencephalographs start to appear on the market as entertainment devices or simple laboratory equipment. One of such devices is popular EPOC neuroheadset by Emotiv. It is dedicated to construct simple BCIs or for the detection of a few cognitive states like: engagement, frustration, meditation, excitement and long time excitement. Equipped with 14 channels and gyroscope it can gather EEG signals and head position with satisfactory quality. However, the device is covered by some mysteries like closed-source of an algorithm used for cognitive states computation. It is only speculated on Internet forums that the fractal analysis is used to get the output for the so-called cognitive suite. The aim of research presented in this article was to apply a kind of reversed engineering for engagement detection using artificial neural networks. We applied Neural Networks Toolbox for Matlab for a data set collected from one adult student during mathematical problems solving. The network was built of static perceptron with one hidden layer containing 15 neurons and trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The results we obtained are satisfactory. The network approximated function with mean squared error equal to 7e-04 and regression value of correlation equal to 0.97. We hypothesize that our neural network can discover the algorithm for engagement detection used by Emotiv. By manipulating its parameters we will be able to tell which channels are more or less important for engagement and compare our experiments with well-known results based on band-detection for the engagement and workload computation.
Independent component analysis of eeg data for EGI System
Gajos A. Component analysis is one of the most important methods used for EEG signal decomposition and so-called Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is commonly used. The main function of the ICA algorithm is to find a linear representation of non-Gaussian data which elements are statistically independent or at least as independent as possible. There are many commercial solutions for EEG signal acquisition. Usually together with the electroencephalograph one gets dedicated software to handle the signal. However, quite often the software does not provide researchers with all necessary functions. High performance, dense-array EGI-EEG System is distributed with NetStation software. Although NetStation is a powerful tool it does not have any implementation of the ICA algorithm. This causes many problems for researchers who want to export raw data from the amplifier and then work on them using some other tools like EEGLAB for Matlab as this data is not fully compatible with the EGI format. We will present the C++ implementation of ICA that can handle filtered data from the EGI with better affordability. Our tool offers visualization of raw signal and ICA algorithm results and will be distributed on General Public License. The aim of the study was to develop and to validate computer simulation of cochlear implant patients' hearing with spread of excitation as a parameter. Acoustic probes from the developed in IFPS simulation were presented in free field condition to 25 volunteers (13 female and 12 male, aged from 21 to 38 years) with normal hearing threshold. Discrimination score of the probes for three spread of excitation (SoE) width values was assessed. Despite of big variability of the results in each spread of excitation width group, ANOVA test results showed that correlation between simulated width of SoE and monosyllabic words discrimination scores was statistically significant (p < 0,001). Conclusions: Thanks to objective measurements of auditory pathway of implanted patients it is possible to develop simulation of "electric hearing", which could explain differences between speech discrimination scores from patient to patient.
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Simulation of cochlear implant patient's hearing
Using mathematical modeling to find possible interactions between NF-κB
Kardyńska M. Inhibition of the NF-κB pathway could improve anticancer therapy efficacy and can be done by means of hyperthermia and HSF1-dependent pathway. However, the precise mechanism of this suppression has not been discovered yet. In our work we used mathematical modeling to test possible hypotheses about the mechanism of the NF-κB pathway suppression. Since these pathways have been modeled separately so far, we chose two published separate models and merged them changing some of their components when necessary. Based on the literature sources and the results of our own experiments we tested numerically which of hypothetical interactions between those two pathways allow to reflect experimental results. We found three possible mechanisms which could mediate NF-κB pathway inhibition through a heat shock: 1) competition for the IKK protein, 2) inhibition of proteins activating cellular response upstream of IKK activation, 3) inhibition of the NF-κB import into the nucleus. Obtained numerical results indicate that the mechanism behind the NF-κB suppression may be also a combination of the above-mentioned. In silico analysis has allowed us to find three plausible mechanisms of the NF-κB pathway suppression and simultaneously made it possible to exclude some of the mechanisms known from the literature. Selecting proper mechanism still requires confronting numerical and experimental results but performed analysis made it possible to limit the scope of experimental research needed. An important part of the treatment process prior to medical treatment is to plan operations based on the results of medical diagnostic imaging. The most important is medical knowledge but more often is required to use engineering knowledge. Comprehensive programs for image processing give the opportunity to create a three-dimensional model based on scanned medical images of ultrasound (USG), computerized tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Planar images of the body sections are processed by computer systems into the spatial three-dimensional full virtual models. The human body, inside which access was previously only possible using surgical tools can be subjected to further noninvasive analysis and computer simulation using methods used previously in the analysis of engineering materials and structural systems CAE (Computer Aided Engineering). It is possible to accurately measure distances, angles, shapes and volumes, to make the simulation of tissues, surgical instruments and plan the various stages of the operation. The latter process -preoperative planning is particularly important for stereotactic or laparoscopic surgery conducted inside the patient's body. An example is the pre-operative planning of the trajectory multi-link surgical tools. When planning operations surgeons previously often perform computer simulations, through which they can perform maneuvers in a way that they are least difficult for both the patient and the operator. They have at their disposal not only virtual models of actual patient, but also the actual structure of the models obtained using virtual prototyping. The paper gives examples of the analysis of biological structures and operations planning using CAE systems. In this paper we present method for detection and measurement of melanin globules visible in dermoscopic skin images by performing analysis similar to the one done in dermoscopic evaluation by dermatologist. This method uses image analysis to select objects present in the dermoscopic image that match pattern of globule structure. Classification of found objects is made based on shape, size and color model of globule structure. This classification is difficult task due to color and scale differences between dermatologic images. These differences are related to differences between equipment used in acquisition process and lighting conditions. This paper describes characteristic of globule structure needed for correct classification. We present a method for calculation globule characteristic as well. Presented method is part of computer-aided diagnostic process of melanocytic skin lesions. Evaluation of such lesions is a basis for early detection of malignant lesions.
Automated globules detection and counting in skin lesion images
Signal processing methods in analysis of the uterine contractions activity in women in pregnancy In pregnancy, the study of the uterine contractions is a powerful tool in diagnostics of the premature birth. Preterm labor remains a major cause of neonatal mortality. Among the many methods of recording uterine contractility the most important from diagnostic point of view seems to be electrohysterography (EHG) -the recording of changes in electrical potential associated with contraction of the uterine muscle. There are controversies if EHG may identify patients with high risk of preterm delivery. There is a need to check various digital signal processing techniques (linear and non-linear) to describe the recorded signals. In patients at risk of preterm birth are also carried out biochemical studies of serum concentrations of various types of chemokines. Linear signal processing techniques are based mainly on changes in the frequency of the power spectrum (fast Fourier transform, wavelet analysis, linear autoregressive modeling). Among the applications of nonlinear dynamics methods are: approximate entropy, sample entropy, correlation dimension, Lempel-Ziv complexity measure. EHG is a multi-channel measurement method, so it is important evaluate the synchronization of the signals, propagation of the signals, the similarity of the signals or the similarity of their dynamics. There are applicable among others: Hilbert transform, cross-correlation, coherence, the mutual correlation dimension, cross-approximate entropy, mutual information and the nonlinear interdependencies. By combining the results of digital signal processing with biochemical studies we can better understand the different pathologies of uterine contractile activity. Acknowledgement: This paper was supported by research project no. MB/WM/3/2014 financial resources to help the development of young researchers and doctoral students from the Bialystok University of Technology. Analysis of bioelectrical activity of animals reproductive tract, which is directly related to mechanical activity of the myometrium is important in understanding the physiology of pregnancy and labor. Electromyographic (EMG) measurements have been carried out with the use of telemetric (biotelemetric) methods. Pigs were surgically fitted with 3-channel telemetry implants positioned between the abdominal muscles, and three silicone electrodes which were sewn on the left horn of the uterus, the uterine body, and right horn of the uterus respectively, with 18 cm spaces between them. The studies were approved by the Local Ethical Committee. Changes in the characteristics of recorded EMG signals can be observed during the whole ovarian cycle. Luteal phase has numerous single action potential spikes with lack of action potential periods between them. The proestrus characterizes with increasing EMG amplitude of the isthmus, while the EMG amplitude of the bulbs of the oviduct decreases. By contrast, during estrus the occurrence of short spikes with high frequency and amplitude were registered. In the ovulation phase, there is strong long-time agitation connected with lower frequency. This significant force of excitations, suddenly decreases after estrus to the proestrus level. Nowadays, more than 10% couples have problems with conception. Depending on the causes of infertility there are various methods of treatment. One of them is the intrauterine insemination (IUI). Medical databases used to assess the effectiveness of treatment contain the large number of demographic and clinical variables. In such a case data mining methods are often the only effective way of proceeding. The aim of the study was to create the algorithm for the treatment outcome prediction based on various data mining methods. The analyzed dataset contains information about 824 IUI treatment cycles carried in the Shore Institute for Reproductive Medicine in Lakewood, USA. The cases were repeatedly clustered using K-means and Kohonen Neural Networks methods. There were chosen several divisions due to the most different (between clusters) rate of pregnancies. Finally the model with a relatively highest predictive power was build. Results were summarized by Basket Analysis. To confirm the predictive power, the ROC analysis was performed. The applied methods have allowed to create clusters, with significantly different percentages of treatment success between them. The appropriate combination of selected divisions has permitted to divide cases into several groups, from the smallest (3.2%) to the highest (21.7%) pregnancy rate. The area under the ROC curve for the created predictive model was AUC = 0.63. To conclude: large medical databases often contain hidden information, important for the assessment of the treatment success but difficult to discover by conventional statistical methods. The created model shows that a combination of different Data Mining methods allows to uncover this information. The aim of the research is to adapt computational intelligence methods, with particular regard to Data Mining and machine learning ones, for computer aided-decision support in diagnosis and therapy of persons with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Computer-aided analysis of data coming from evaluation sheets of subjects with ASDs in the important spheres (among others, self-service, communication, cognitive, functioning in the social and family environment, physical, etc.) enables us to determine trends in the abovementioned spheres (progress, stagnation, or regress) and support adjustments of the individual therapeutic and educational programs for persons covered by the care. Adapted methods will be implemented in the specialized computer tool. Experiments testing the relative effectiveness of different methods have been performed on data describing over 70 cases (subjects) classified into three categories: high-functioning, medium-functioning, or low-functioning autism. Each subject has been evaluated using an original sheet including questions about competencies grouped into 17 spheres.
Telemetry recording of the reproductive tract in pigs -investigation of various phases of ovarian cycle
A Systems biology approach to melanogenesis. Tyrosinase subsystem and eu/pheomelanin synthesis
Matuszak Z. 1 
Faculty of Physics and Applied Computer Science, AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland
A comeback to holistic view of organism is observed in biomedical sciences in last years. Development of computer sciences enabled successful approach towards simulation of real biological systems. This general approach is known as Systems Biology (SB). Melanogenesis, the process of melanin pigment synthesis taking place in melanocytes, appears as a good object of study using SB approach due to a relatively good knowledge of its biochemistry and regulatory biology. A dynamical model of interaction between two subsystems playing fundamental role in melanogenesis: tyrosinase subsystem and thiols dependent regulating switching subsystem, was developed in the paper. The model was used to explain some experimentally observed phenomena: lag-period and interdependence of two kinds of melanins. Concentration-dependent relations were determined from experimental data. Simulations were performed using CellDesigner and COPASI. Computer simulations were conducted for various concentrations of basic reagents, mono-and diphenoles, enzymes and thiols. It was stated that: (a) activity of tyrosinase depends on the tyrosine and quinone concentrations changing the so-called tyrosinase lag-period, (b) the rate of pheomelanin production is strongly influenced by the concentration of thiols and the initial concentration of tyrosine, (c) the switch between the dominating kind of final product is triggered by thiols concentrations. Simulation results confirmed the results of experiments: the existence of switching mechanism in production of eu-and pheomelanin. The production of eumelanin really starts to dominate in melanin synthesis after the exhaustion of available thiols.
Monte Carlo simulation of fluorescence based photosensitizer dosimetry in pigmented and non-pigmented tissues
Faculty of Physics and Applied Computer Science, AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland
Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) is used in treatment of cancer. After injections of photosensitizer (PS) that lead to accumulation of PS in the cancerous tissue, a light of proper wavelength is applied onto the area of tissue to be treated. Success of PDT is dependent on the accumulation of the PS within the tissue at sufficient concentration and therefore determination of tissue PS concentration is a crucial problem in PDT. Many of PS are fluorophores, so measurement of fluorescence in vivo is used to quantify the concentration of PS. PS dosimetry for PDT is complex, because the distribution of excitations/emitted photons depends on tissue optical properties. An approach to investigation of fluorescence of PS is a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation method. In the paper the MC method (MCML, MCVM ) was used to quantify spatial distributions of excitations/emitted photons in both non-pigmented/pigmented tumour tissues. Optical properties of tissue are based on reported values. Model of skin consists of seven layer. The MC simulations were performed for PS from porphyrin family. Volumetric distributions of both, fluorescence excitation and emission were obtained for different PS and melanin concentrations. It was demonstrated that: (1) emitted fluorescence intensity is a function of the depth of fluorescence generation, (2) strong influence of melanin content in various layers on the intensity of PS emission light. For excitation light diffuse reflectance was calculated and compared with skin appearance. It was demonstrated that the seven layer tissue model is able to predict the spatial distribution of the porphyrin type PS fluorescence excitation/emission pattern within skin as a functions of PS and melanin concentrations.
Reconstruction of hit position and hit time of gamma quanta in the J-PET detector based on the library of averaged model signals
Gupta N. 1 
1
Faculty of Physics Astronomy and Applied Computer Science, Jagiellonian University, Poland
The J-PET detector [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] being developed at Jagiellonian University is a Positron Emission Tomograph composed of long strips of polymer scintillators. One among the major goals of present research of the J-PET collaboration is to find an optimal reconstruction method to estimate gamma quanta hit time and hit position which would allow to make use of the very good time resolution achievable with plastic scintillators. To this end we develop a novel reconstruction method based on the comparison of examined signal with the model signals stored in the library. As a measure of the similarity we use a Mahalanobis distance [7] . The proposed method takes advantage of the fact that the amplitude and shape of the registered signal change with the hit position significantly in long scintillator detectors. The preliminary results and application of this method will be discussed and presented. 
Cybernetic modelling of human vision in a robot swarma distributed cognitive approach
Podpora M.
1
, Kawala-Janik A. 1 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Automatic Control and Informatics, Opole University of Technology, Poland
Vision is one of the most important senses for human beings. No surprise that robots also use this source, although their efficiency of acquiring knowledge from image is much lower (yet). Therefore, there are many hardware tweaks to help robots in better understanding of the surrounding, but software object recognition procedures require a fair background and object visibility, so sometimes the object must be moved, angle/lighting changed, etc. In some cases this is difficult or not possible. The authors propose the accelerate vision understanding by using Cooperative Vision (CoV), i.e. to get video input from cooperating robots and process it in a centralized system. To verify the efficiency of image understanding procedures, a comparative study is currently being conducted, involving a classical single-camera Computer Vision (CV) mobile robot and two (or more) single-camera CV robots cooperating in CoV mode. The CoV system is being designed and implemented so that the algorithm would be able to utilize multiple video sources for recognition of objects on the very same scene. The CV system, on the other hand, was implemented in a similar way -using client-server architecture, so that all the problematic issues (network traffic, video compression, etc.) would be similar, to enable the possibility of reliable comparison. The outcome is not just the possibility to recognize objects faster by using more cameras. The most important consequence of implementing the proposed CoV is the new possibility of seamless cooperation of robots by using their CV systems to generate common knowledge about the scene. CoV enables true robot interaction, just like we use two hands in our everyday tasks. The implementation potential is huge.
Brain activity measurement system for the purpose of brain-computer interaction
Schneider P. In this work innovative approach in both measurement and analysis of brain electric potentials was in brief presented. The proposed solution may play a significant role in design and development of non-invasive, EEG-based Brain-Computer Interfaces. The carried out study is a first stage of the whole research process of implementation of portable, inexpensive, easily available on the open market EEG-headsets.
The research was conducted at the Opole University of Technology and the processing of the gathered data as carried out in MATLAB with an dedicated BCILAB add-on. For the current research phase only few healthy adults were tested. The main aim of this stage was to examine the concentrations level of the tested subjects. The experiments relied on repeating the same task in various conditions. The results were promising and proved that the environmental conditions strongly affected the signals comparison results. This was made for the purpose of developing a BCI system working in various environments (including those nosy). Most of the currently developed BCI systems are tested in labs only, while little testing is done in similar to real life conditions. This phase concentrated mostly on concentration of the tested subjects in order to make the future system reliable in both various environmental conditions and for patients in various mental state, so the inter alia tiredness would not affect the efficiency.
The effect of increasing doses of amitriptyline on cardiomyocytes' electrophysiology
Tylutki Z. Nine single doses (mg) were tested: 5, 10, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000. The endpoints of simulations were: action potential duration at 50% repolarization (APD50), action potential duration at 90% repolarization (APD90), triangulation (APD90-APD50), and the difference between APD90 in t max and APD90 at baseline (ΔAPD90). Mean APD90, triangulation and ΔAPD90 increase with the drug concentrations. Lack of statistically significant ΔAPD90 was confirmed for therapeutic doses using t-Welch test (p > 0.05). ΔAPD90 was statistically significant in both t max AMI and t max NOR, for doses up from 1000mg. Early afterdepolarizations (EADs) were observed in all virtual individuals given 10000mg AMI. In silico simulations can predict the consequences of various doses of AMI on the single cardiac myocytes. Repolarization abnormalities were not expected for the therapeutic doses. EADs may be observed in case of very high-doses of AMI. Radiotherapy requires preparing a dose simulation taking into account the location of the tumour and critical organs. In conventional 3D radiotherapy the in-vivo dosimetry method is applied to control the real dose. In recent years dynamic methods are increasingly used, e.g. Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT). This method is characterized by rapid changes in dose distribution across the irradiated tissue.
Dosimetry verification of treatment plans in a dynamic techniques in radiotherapy
That is why we cannot verify the dose using in-vivo method. Experimental verification of the planned dose distribution in dynamic techniques is carried out by determining the γ index on phantoms. The γ index connects a percentage acceptance criterion between the measured and received dose values from the treatment plan data and distance criterion. The goal of this work was verification of treatment dose distribution in VMAT method assuming γ index minimization. The treatment plans used in the research have been prepared in Monaco 5.0 planning system. The measurements were performed applying an accelerator Elekta Synergy with multileaf collimator (MLC) Agility (160 leafs). This linac uses a photon beam with a 6 MV energy. For dose measurements ArcCHECK, models 1220 cylindrical water-equivalent phantom with a three-dimensional array of SunPoint ® Diode Detectors arranged in a spiral pattern with 10mm sensor spacing were used. Results were analyzed using SNC PatientTM software, considering four acceptance criteria: 3%3mm, 3%2mm, 2%3mm, 2%2mm. In this analysis no less than 95% compliance of the dose measured on the phantom with the measured dose were obtained for the first criterion (3%3mm) in all measured plans. With the next criteria 95% compatibility in a smaller number of measured plans was obtained. In this paper we introduce the methodology showing how to incorporate statistical tools, which can be used to assess the possible effect of a treatment on subjects in reference to vague data stored into medical datasets, into CDSS. In particular we present the fuzzy generalization of the McNemar test widely used in clinical trials. This very binary test is used to determine the effect of treatment on a particular disease if the necessary assumptions about normal distribution of data cannot be made. In this paper we consider the situation, where the binary classification cannot be perform uniquely. Such problems are very common in clinical trials when missing or vague data should be constantly beer in mind during the whole research. To overcome this problem, using rough set theory we will define the lower and the upper approximation of possible class of outcomes. Let us consider a case-control study with paired binary response data where binary classification cannot be obviously performed for all elements. Moreover, we let one element of a data pair have a missing value. We will treat our data as a fuzzy equivalent of the original sample for a McNemar test. To construct a straightforward generalization of McNemar's test we have to find fuzzy counterparts of test statistic. However, in the case of vague and imprecise data we should not expect that those objects would be integer numbers. It is quite natural that imprecise and incomplete input will result in a fuzzy output, however, the question is how to deal with such imprecision and at the end obtain an accurate decision. We discuss the approximation of test statistic in terms of IF-sets logic.
Mining rules of diagnostic procedures for hypothesis testing problem
Evaluation of hemodialysis catheters by sem and impedimetric analysis
Paradowska E. The use of central vascular catheters in hemodialysis treatment is often linked with infectious and thrombotic complications. They are the result of the biofilm formed on the inner surface of the catheter by proteins and bacteria. The aim of this study was to evaluate the inner surface of new catheters (Mahurkar Maxid type) and catheters (Palindrome and Mahurkar Maxid types) removed from the long-term hemodialysis patients by the impedimetric and SEM/EDS methods. This analysis allowed to determine the most threatened parts of the catheters and to monitor the film forming process in the patient-dialyzer model stand carried out in vitro in PBS/albumin solution. The obtained impedance characteristics combined with SEM images gave the picture of changes occurring on the surfaces of catheters. The SEM/EDS analysis revealed that the tips of catheters after implantation were covered by the multilayer biofilm formed by numerous proteins, blood cells and crystals. Fine precipitates made of compounds carbon (C), sodium (Na), oxygen (O), potassium (K), chromium (Cr), barium (Ba), phosphorous (P), arsenic (As), calcium (Ca), chlorine (Cl), and silicon (Si) were observed on the inner surface of catheter. Micrographs of the new catheter showed that the surface has numerous cracks which is favourable for the film deposition. The obtained impedance spectra correlate well with the observed microstructural changes. This provides the chance of early detection of the biofilm formation which prompts to the antibiotic therapy as quickly as possible. Non-small cell lung carcinomas (NSCLC) are relatively insensitive to chemotherapy and thus they are one of the most lethal cancers. Previous biological research shows abnormalities in p53-depenedent apoptotic pathway in NSCLC. Cell line H157 does not express PTEN and p53 is mutated in few codons. In H1355 protein p53 is mutated in DNA binding domain but PTEN functions properly. A549 has got wild type p53 and wild type PTEN. To explore how this abnormalities influence the dynamics of the p53 signaling pathway and therefore the apoptotic decision we created mathematical model of normal and cancer cell lines. The model contains several modules, including negative and positive feedback loops and proteins from Bcl-2 family on mitochondrial membrane. In line H157 we take into account lack of PTEN, which destroys positive feedback. In H157 and H1355 we include different mutation in p53, which disrupts proper p53 activity. Our model explains dynamic of protein changes after stress induction and clarifies differences in ability to activate apoptosis between cancer and normal cell lines. Result shows high active AKT level in H157 cells and low level in A549 and H1355 cells, what is consistent with biological results. Reduction of the high AKT level in H157 cell line is sufficient to induce apoptosis and sensitizes cells for additional stress factors. In cell lines with wild type PTEN, the crucial element in apoptosis is p53 level and its ability to action as transcription factor. In our work we clarify cause and effect relationship between protein levels and its functionality and sensitivity to stress factors. This project was funded by the Polish National Centre for Science granted by decision number DEC-2012/05/D/ST7/02072. The presentation will cover multiple scenarios of content delivery -both in the form of Open Educational Resources (OER) and Massive Online Open Courses (MOOC). Authors will try to answer the question when there is a need for an own platform and when putting MOOC on existing platform like Coursera or edX is sufficient. If own platform is chosen, which software will be the best solution -well known Moodle, some dedicated software like edX open source server or cloud-based hosting service. Comparison will be made taking into account the students' needs, teachers' habits and workload on IT staff. Answers given during presentation should help universities to develop their model of creating and delivering both MOOCs and OERs.
Software for Open Educational Resources and MOOCs
A computational study of solid tumour growth and angiogenesis in 3D
Nieć M. agents. Such approach makes the modeling process easy and clear moreover it can easy to add new agents to investigations. In the proposed approach a multi-agent system was used to build the model glycemic homeostasis, using agents to represent the selected elements of the human body taking an active part in this process. Each of the agents has features that allow you to restore the basic properties of the simulated organ. The developed system also has multi-agent knowledge base, through which it is possible to analyze the accuracy of prediction of work and pathological conditions simulated process. The results obtained in the framework of multi-agent system actions are consistent with the results, which are obtained by modeling these insulin-glucose models using analytical modeling. The proposed approach allows for a more intuitive modeling of physiological processes, where each agent can mean either a specific physiological process as well as a separate organ involved in the formation of a physiological process. By arming of the system knowledge base, obtained a tool for simulation, analysis and prediction of simulated physiological system.
Quantitative criterion of the collective behaviour of bacteria
Czapla R. The lipid bilayer elasticity, described by bending rigidity coefficient, plays an important role in cell functioning. The determined value of the coefficient depends on the experimental method used. We combine two different techniques to derive insight on the relationship between molecular level phenomenon and macroscopic mechanical properties. Vesicle fluctuation analysis (VFA): A series images of GUVs labelled with Bodipy fluorescent probe were collected using LSM 510 (Zeiss, Germany). The images were then numerically analyzed using statistical approach described in details elsewhere. Molecular dynamics (MD): The full-atomic 0.5 ns simulation of 176 POPC lipid molecules was performed using NAMD software (CHARMM27, NPT). In order to derived the bending rigidity coefficient the procedure described by Levine et al. was used. Specifically, lipids are represented as vector. FFT is applied to obtain correlated with the bending rigidity coefficient longitudinal power spectra. The longitudinal coefficient power spectra generated from MD simulations provides mean to determine the bending rigidity coefficient, which was equal to (45±12) [fold KbT]. Bending rigidity coefficient obtained from VFA was equal to (47±13) [fold KbT]. Presented data shows that results of experimental data (VFA) are in agreement with the predictions derived from MD. This correlation makes the development of MD simulations as based predictive tools of membrane macroscopic properties possible. The objective of the research was to develop a user-friendly human-machine interface relying on EMG signals registered at operator's forearm. The main assumption was enabling the user to control a multi-DOF manipulator with smooth learning curve. The interface has to be intuitive and do not interfere with other actions performed by the operator, while minimizing the possibility of unintentional triggering. A modular amplifier system was developed, allowing for reliable multichannel EMG acquisition in environments with high interference levels. A software framework for online data analysis was developed. A neural network with softmax output layer and entropy-based trust function, enabling the classifier to avoid false detections, was implemented. An exemplary manipulator, a five-finger dexterous gripper was proposed as testbed for responsiveness evaluation. The amplifier system allows for acquisition of EMG data with high SNR and low artifact levels without hindering user movement. Several classes of gestures were taken into consideration, evaluating their mutual precision and recall rates. The classifier proved to be efficient in rejecting gestures that were not present during training session, thus can be used as a reliable control interface. Classified gestures were mapped to perform various gripper actions. Proposed EMG acquisition hardware and classification algorithms provide a novel way of human-machine interaction. Implementation of classification trust valuation allows the system to reject activity not present in control gesture group. This allows the user to perform unrelated actions without triggering the interface.
Human-Machine interface with online gesture classification towards dexterous manipulators teleoperation
Study on CIE Exoskeleton interface for paraplegic users
Kaczmarek P. Restoring walking abilities to people with lower extremity paralysis is important task. Lower extremities exoskeletons offer both restoring mobility functions and physiotherapy at the same time. One of the biggest challenges in area of exoskeletons for paraplegic users aside from energy requirements and mechanical design is intuitive and robust interface which will allow operator to initiate and control walking by himself. Such interface would allow not only to improve physiotherapy sessions effectiveness, but also would enable to use exoskeleton for daily locomotion. In this paper concept of such interface, based on center of pressure location and exoskeleton pose is proposed. In study on exoskeleton interface for paraplegic users CIE Exoskeleton was used. CIE Exoskeleton is equipped with four actuated joints in hips and knees, which is minimal set of actuators to enable paraplegic operators to walk in exoskeleton with use of crutches. Proposed control interface bases on state-machine, in which movement patterns are divided into sub-states and transitions dependent on exoskeleton pose and center of pressure estimated location. Operator chooses type of movement by use of joystick from following set: walking, siting down, and standing up. Cyclic movements and sub-states transitions are initiated automatically based on center of pressure localization and operator pose. User interface was tested on healthy subject to verify its assumptions. Results show that this type of interface can be used to initiate and control movement of exoskeleton.
Local control approach for CIE exoskeleton
Kaczmarek P. Lower limbs exoskeleton for people with mobility impairments is robot that surrounds users legs and torso, and can be used to support his or her locomotion and rehabilitation. Developing control methods dedicated to exoskeleton is attractive research issue as it significantly influence its performance, includes dealing with complex, nonlinear object and close physical interaction between robot and user. Research has been conducted with use of CIE exoskeleton that enables performing basic locomotion patterns like: siting/standing and walking with crutches. It consists of modules with actuated hips and knees and passive ankles. Control task is performed by master controller which is responsible for the interface and generation of joints trajectories and distributed slave controllers in actuated joints forcing realization of these trajectories. During study effectiveness of predefined trajectories reproduction in local control scheme was examined. Slave controller inputs are signals related only to the state of a particular joint the state of other joint is not accessible. Loads generated by other joints movements and gravity force were treated as an external disturbing torque. This torque was estimated based on Kalman filter including simple pendulum model and compensated in a feed forward loop. The simple pendulum model was identified for a particular segment with prediction error method. Control methods were implemented and tested on CIE exoskeleton. Test proved that proposed method with disturbing torque estimation increased quality of control.
Simulation of chemo-mechanical processes in porous hydrogels. Identification of the model parameters
Kazimierska-Drobny K. The reactivity of hydrogels causes that the effective specification of structural and physical properties demand the incorporation of complex experimental studies and the application of mathematical model. This paper presents the identification procedures of transport, mechanical, and coupled chemo-mechanical and chemo-osmotic parameters of porous PVA hydrogels. The macroscopis models of chemo-mechanical deformation based on Biot poroelasticity model with chemo-mechanical couplings. The studies of chemo-mechanical and transport processes were carried out with specially designed experimental set-up. The chemical, mechanical and thermal deformation of sample were continuously recorded by time of flight method using Optel ultrasonic testing system. The tested material are PVA hydrogels. The process of transport of salt into hydrogel material results in concentration changes in the reservoir and deformation of hydrogel. The procedure of identification was carried out with the optimization methods, implemented in the Matlab. The results of identification for 25% PVA are: diffusion coefficient D = 6.08e-10±0.13 m2/s, retardation factor R = 1, drained Young modulus Es = 0.902±0.030 MPa, Poisson's Ratio ns = 0.31±0.03, hydraulic permeability K = 3.29±1.16 m5/kg × s; chemo-mechanical parameters d = 417.11±67.12 m2/s2, g = -2.88±0.99 m2/s2, chemo-osmotic parameters kc = 2.58±1.24 m2/s2. The obtain results have a crucial role for the recognition of the associated phenomena: mechanical, chemo-mechanical, chemo-osmotic and transport behaviour of hydrogels and may form the basis for the broadening of the works towards other chemically sensitive materials like gels and soils.
The use of Direct Metal Laser Sintering for the manufacturing of prosthetic constructions of CoCrMo
Bojko Ł. New technology to receive prosthetic constructions from CoCrMo alloy is Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DLMS). The aim of the study is to evaluate the DLMS technology and casting technology, in terms of the microstructure and hardness of CoCrMo alloy. The material of the study were samples of alloy called EOS CobaltChrome SP2 made DMLS technology. The control group consisted of CoCr sample called Remanium GM 800+ made centrifugal casting technology. Both the materials made of 10 rectangular samples. Microstructural studies of samples were performed on scanning microscope with the X-ray attachment for analyzing the chemical composition. Hardness measurements performed in a Vickers test. The hardness was determined based on 25 measurements on each sample. The microstructure of the EOS CobaltChrome SP2 alloy with DLMS technology showed homogeneity chemical composition. The SEM images were visible scratches grain boundaries, which, through its various geometric shapes provide the compactness of the structure. In the cast microstructures with Remanium GM 800+ centrifugal method was observed dendritic microsegregation and porosity. On the basis of micromechanical studies it was found that the alloy from DLMS technology has an average hardness value of 629 HV, and a casting an average value of 513 HV, and in the first method were visible traces of slip lines resulting from inhomogeneous hardness in penetration zones. On the basis of tests carried out it can be stated that the DMLS in terms of microstructure and hardness, is a new preferred technology for manufacturing the prosthetic structures. It can be an alternative to methods based on traditional casting.
Is based on the modeling of the hip joint can discover the excellent characteristics of biobearing?
Ryniewicz A. 1 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Robotics, AGH The University of Science and Technology, Poland
Consideration is base to identification of condition of friction and lubrication in proper hip joint. The methods included: unique investigation of geometry of knot friction with shape analysis cooperating surfaces and arrangement of cracks, determine multi-layers build of pin and acetubulum biobearing with analysis of cartilage tissue, analysis of structures and properties reological synovial fluid, numeric analysis of dislocations, deformation and tensions in loaded biobearing. In simulate analysis shows relatives between bone cartilage layers and synovial fluid in biobearing. Lubricating mechanism stimulate diverse dislocations in loaded cartilage structure pin and acetubulum, which cooperate with synovial fluid. Synovial fluid, possessing expand spatial configuration components and specific reological properties fills geometrical diverse zone of cooperation. Bioelastohydrodynamic lubrication in proper hip joint make impossible direct point of contact of bearing surfaces in the conditions of loading joint while movement action. Analysis of stress confirmed, that they are amortized in in cartilage tissue and transferred to interiors of osseaus structures, which are considerable more resistant and biological prepared to remodeling under load.
Hitherto existing theory should be competed: about resulting effect of geometry knot friction depending on interception of load through generated pressure in system cracks crated through anatomic shape surfaces head and acetabulum as well as about effect resulting from structural property and biochemical synovial fluid, in which observes itselves deforming in connection with occurrance of normal tensions. The basic clinic requirement for the stable prosthetic restoration is such a designing of its construction that in time of mastication it does not cause any traumatic overload. The aim of the study was the analysis of changes of stresses occurring in the act of occlusion load in dental-alveolar complex and bone structures of the lower jaw as well as applied in this system of the prosthetic bridgework. Four variants of constructional solutions of bridgework in the lateral section of the lower law were investigated. Models were prepared on the basis of the procedure of the spatial imaging of the object from the CT. Such a model, having had the developed computer procedure applied, was analyzed with the finite elements method indicating the distribution of stresses in the constructions of prosthetic bridgework, abutment teeth, parodontium tissue and two-layered structure of the lower jaw in mastication conditions. It was stated that in mastication conditions, considerable differences occurred that were related to localization, values and the range of areas of pile-up of stresses for various configuration of spans of bridgework. In the constructions of bridgework, the unsafe areas with regard to occurrence of pile-up of stresses were as follows: contractions of spans, junction of the span and crowns of abutment teeth and alloys of crowns of these teeth. In the simulations, amortization and suppressive function of the suspensive apparatus of the abutment teeth. The numerical method indicates the areas of strain in the construction of the prosthetic bridgework as well as in base tissues. That gives the basis for planning the optimal solution in the individual conditions of a given patient. The aim is to develop the method of biometrological analysis in the complex of reconstructed hip and virtual application of resurfacing, selected and positioned on the basis of morphometric measurements of hip belt of an individual patient. Preoperative application procedure was carried out on the model of the reconstructed hip belt with CT. On the basis of biomeasurements the choice of the hip resurfacing endoprosthesis DHRS and virtual location acetabular component in the pelvis bone and femoral component on the head of femoral bone were performed. Designated diameter of the femoral head were: the largest 50.0 mm and the smallest 47.6 mm, and the femoral head-neck index -1.36. The neck-shaft angle was 127°. The antetorsion angle of the femoral neck was 12°30′. The acetabulum was oval and its symmetry axes were: 54.6 mm and 53.7 mm and the depth -23 mm. The inclination angle included between the acetabular lip and horizontal plane was 48°20′. The anteversion angle between the axis of acetabulum and its projection on the frontal plane was 14°40′. The support of the implantation using the 3D reconstruction, solid modelling, biometrology and fixation of the endoprosthesis in virtual bone structure allow to optimalisation of its selection. Such selection will secure geometrical parameters in the range of bone bed, the depth of acetabular component, inclination and anteversion angles, the femoral neck-shaft angle, the antetorsion angle of neck and perform the biomechanical axis of limb, and the physiological point of rotation in the implanted joint as well as the location of the axis of rotation of both joints in the horizontal plane.
Biomechanics of prosthetic bridges
The use of 3D modeling hip belt in planning of resurfacing surgery
The use of patterns to evaluate the quality of mapping in CT In the diagnostic and preoperative procedures using the CT required is imaging and reconstruction of the spatial structures of the tissue with the analysis of dimensionally-shaped. The aim is to analyze the selected procedures for assessing the accuracy of mapping of geometrical parameters in CT using the pattern to the compare diagnostic equipment at an angle measurement applications. Tomographic studies of patterns balls and pattern of the Ball Bar type was performed using 64-layer of CT scanner Somaton Siemens Cardiac. The accuracy of the mapping was done by comparing the reconstructed of patterns models based on CT imaging of geometrical parameters contained in the certificates. Implementation of the comparison performed by Best Fit using programs: 3D Reshaper, Poly Works, Geomagic, Amira. Results The results of the assessment of the mapping of selected geometric parameters tested patterns are shown in the form of maps of accuracy mapping the surface of the patterns balls, determination of the diameters value and experimental standard deviations for the balls made of different materials. In addition, the measurement uncertainty distance between centers of the balls and measurement uncertainty of balls diameter were determined for the patterns of the Ball Bar Conclusions CT introduces an error of accuracy the geometry mapping resulting from the size, shape and material, position of the scanned surface of a spherical relative to the gantry and the location of the object in space research. The aim is to replicate the shape of the trachea and the layered structure of the wall on the basis of diagnostic tests of endobronchoskopy ultrasound (EBUS) using numerical modeling and reference patterns. Research trachea of patients with bronchial asthma and reference models one and two-layer performed in the Laboratory of Diagnosis Invasive the Thoracic, UJ CM using EBUS system. In diagnosis and therapy of bronchial asthma it is important to structure the first and second layer, which consists of the mucosa, submucosa and smooth muscle. Therefore, in the procedure for distinguishing the structures according to the preset threshold, considered selectively surfaces of first and second layers. The test results are presented in the form of digital images obtained with the system EBUS, which were then segmentation by thresholding with hysteresis and computer analysis. Separated areas corresponding to particular tissue layers of the trachea by specifying upper and lower thresholds in grayscale. Curves, which limited the selected areas were generated. Then the spatial reconstruction comprising combining of flat models and generate solid -corresponding to the structure of the trachea were performed. Study allowed thickness measurements of the first and second layers and the surface of the selected cross-sections perpendicular to the axis of the trachea, and 3D configurations allow a determination of the bronchial wall deformation. To conclude, numerical modeling and 3D reconstruction of anatomical structures and patterns on the basis of EBUS may be a method to evaluate the shape and distinction layered structure of the tracheal wall and to determine the accuracy of mapping.
Experimental studies and modeling of selected layers of the trachea on the basis of EBUS
Artificial neural networks in the diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions: A review
Jaworek-Korjakowska J. The development of computer-aided diagnostic systems for the examination of dermoscopic color images can assist in the early diagnosis of malignant melanoma, which has the potential to reduce the increasing mortality rates worldwide. Skin cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of cancer in all people, regardless of age, gender, or race. The most malignant type of skin cancer is melanoma which is a dangerous proliferation of melanocytes. A review of artificial neural networks applied to microscopic images of skin lesions has been done based on the existing literature. The review aims to: provide an extensive introduction and clarify the terminology used in the literature and group together relevant references about different methods applied to dermoscopic image classification. Various approaches for implementing computer-aided diagnosis systems based on artificial intelligence and their standard workflow components are reviewed. Comparing the classification results obtained with neural networks with others in the field of automated diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions it becomes clear that the artificial intelligence has a great potential in the field of skin lesion classification. One of the main tasks of modern dermatology is the detection of melanoma in its early stage of development. This can be achieved by combining new instruments with the computer-aided diagnosis systems based on sophisticated classification methods. The aim of these systems is to increase the accuracy of melanoma recognition. The current review suggests that computer-aided system is a practical tool for dermoscopic image assessment and could be recommended for both research and clinical applications. Ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) protein kinase detects double-strand breaks (DSBs) occurring in the cell in response to various agents, like ionizing irradiation or drugs, while ataxia telangiectasia mutated and Rad3-related (ATR) is activated in the presence of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Such forms occur at stalled replication forks or during DNA repair or replication process. Biological reports suggest that ATR module is activated also by presence of DSBs. We examined that the purpose of ATR pathway activation might be resection of DSBs' ends by repair complexes. We developed simple mathematical model of DSBs and ssDNA detection. Our model is based on Haseltine-Rawlings postulate which binds deterministic and stochastic approach. We use ordinary differential equations for fast reactions and direct Gillespie method for slow reactions. We implemented resection mechanism as a connection between ATM and ATR pathways. Our results show importance of resection mechanism in response to ionizing radiation. We examined that despite faulty double-strand breaks repair, part of lesions is still recognized and repaired with contribution of ATR module. Moreover, we identified single-strand breaks repair as crucial in cell survival. Our results show also that faulty DSBs resection causes existence of unrepaired DNA in cell. Disorders in resection mechanism decrease viability of cell population. Our results confirm thesis that ATR module is activated after ionizing radiation. A factor responsible for this activation is resection mechanism. We show that DSBs resection increases effectiveness of repair and lowers apoptotic fractions of irradiated cells.
Make the invisible visible -how to use infrared light to detect early atherosclerosis -Study review
Fractal analysis of posturographic time series
Popek M. Posturography is a diagnostic method of choice in many balance disorders. The path traced by center of pressure (COP) is frequently considered as a random walk and analysed using one of many fractal algorithms such as stabilogram diffusion analysis (SDA) or detrended fluctuaction analysis (DFA). These methods yield one, two or even three scaling exponents which serve as a measure of integrity of balance control system. Surprisingly, applicability of fractal methods have not been verified. For a cohort of 21 healthy young adults (11 females, mean Measuring tinnitus is an important part of the process of helping patients. A standard procedure employs an audiometer to determine both Tinnitus pitch and its severity. However, patients are rarely able to identify these two factors correctly, thus the process is not accurate. Thus, the objective of this paper is to present a computer-based application for diagnosing subjective Tinnitus in patients and check whether this tool enables to shorten this process and makes it more reliable. A touch-screen graphical interface is proposed which patients use while measuring their own Tinnitus. The measurement method is based on sound synthesis and it is then compared to the standard method which employs an audiometer. For the purpose of this study a group of patients is examined employing the designed application against audiometric-based Tinnitus measurements. Wilcoxon test is then utilized to check whether there are statistically important differences between these two methods. Resulted from this study is that patients while using the synthesizer are able to estimate their tinnitus twice as fast as when they do that on the basis of the audiometer. Also, evaluation of the Tinnitus is more accurate. Wilcoxon-based analysis proves that the results obtained with the use of the application designed and an audiometer are statistically different. The authors demonstrate that when patients measure their own Tinnitus, they make it in a shorter time in comparison to the standard approach. Furthermore, they evaluate this process more friendly, and the results are better correlated to their own Tinnitus. Overall, they have a greater profit using the designed touch-screen application.
Simulation and visualisation of flocking behaviour and SIR epidemic model
Zoń N. 1 
School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Biologically inspired engineering is a new branch of science that applies patterns observed in nature to problems from other fields of science. Two interesting examples of bio-inspired patterns are the flocking behaviour and the SIR epidemic model. Flocking [1] is a behaviour that can be manifested by groups of animals moving together, without the need of a global leadership. It is a complex behaviour, incorporating varying amounts of three forces: cohesion, separation and alignment. The SIR epidemic model [2] describes how an infectious disease spreads through a group of individuals, taking into account a number of parameters such as the disease's lethality and the contagiousness of an infected individual. When combined, flocking and the SIR epidemic model constitute a representation of how a disease might spread through a large group of animals. This paper talks about the first simulation of the model using libGDX -a Java-based framework for game development [3, 4] . It includes a graphical representation of the population, along with a menu, which enables the user to adjust the parameters of the simulation, allowing for a close examination of the system. Application of multichannel EMG signal analysis in estimation of the motor units discharge patterns Learning from "Mother Nature" in material processing on bio molecular templates Wójcik M. Observations of 'Mother Nature' show that the best smart materials have been produced by biological macromolecules using transport properties of cell membranes linking the chemical as well as mechanical, electrical and optical domains giving biological structures at several levels of mineralization as a result. Theoretical analysis of a problem indicates that the Lorentz's force is the driving force for construction of biological structures resulting from thermal hydrolysis reaction capabilities, including compounds of silicon, calcium and phosphorus. The discovery of the mathematically defined mechanism, gives some opportunities for steering of kinetic processes for production of structures with controlled pore size distribution parameters. This can be used to reproduce many of other structures, for example the bone gradient structures of the hydroxyapatite or mineralized human tissue with bio-medical use for controlled release of drugs during therapeutic or surgical treatments. In the article, along the lines of the multilevel structures of diatoms, the composite model was showed and was designed basing on matrix of conductive polymer filled with polymer or ceramic material with magnetic or magnetic and conductive properties. Programming of such structures and their 3D printing gives a real possibility for realization of the structure closer to the best templates from 'Mother Nature'. The composite materials for biomedical targets in electrical stimulation of cells, or the development of the new electrode to record and stimulate nerve cells to study epilepsy as well as for the reconstruction of nerves or muscles or material for bone implants filled with drugs can be as a proposed result from presented investigations.
Individual Feature Selection for Protein Fold Recognition
Chmielnicki W. Protein fold recognition is a key problem in molecular biology. This is a multi-class problem and one of the approaches to such a task is to decompose it to the binary problems and then use the binary classifiers. Usually the same feature vectors are used by all these classifiers. However binary problems generated by this scheme are very different so it seems reasonable to use individual feature selection for each of them. In this study decomposition technique: error correcting output codes (ECOC) have been used. The binary code for each class is generated and these codes create a code matrix. The columns of the matrix define the binary problems which we have to solve. For each problem individual feature set have been selected. In the experiments data sets derived from SCOP database and the feature vectors developed by Ding and Dubchak are used. The support vector machine classifier have been used to test the solution using several different approaches based on ECOC technique. The recognition ratios obtained using the proposed strategy (59.6% -63.6%) are better than these obtained using the same feature vectors for all binary classifiers (58.5% -62.4%) no matter what approach is used. The improvement of the results is also seen when we compare the average results of the binary classifiers. The average recognition ratio for all binary classifiers using this new approach is 80.9% comparing to 78.6% using standard approach. The proposed method improves the recognition ratio of the final multiclass classifier due to individual approach to each binary problem. This result can be also used to identify which features are significant for a specific classification problem.
Comparative modelling of the second member of a sodium-dependent glucose cotransporters (hSGLT2) using Modeller program It is believed that hSGLT2 is responsible for the majority of the renal glucose reabsorption ( > 80%) and due to the malfunction of those symporters glucose is excreted in urine, which leads to the deviation of glucose levels in human body. The pharmaceutical industry has already targeted these proteins with inhibitors in order to control the concentration of glucose in blood of patients with type II diabetes. However, despite promising clinical data it is still little to be known about the effectiveness of these drugs on an atomic scale. Modeller is a program which takes provided by user targeted sequence of amino acids and templates structures and through comparative modelling constructs a three dimensional model of a desired protein. Although many difficulties have been encountered and many models and procedures have been taken under advisement we readapted this advanced homology modelling program to our needs. Here we report to have constructed a functional molecular structure of the hSGLT2. The structure was fully build and has no gaps or missing parts. It was constructed on a base of related crystallized structure of bacterial vSGLT with certain further adaptation. The model was successfully tested through deviation of RMSD function during MD simulation in its native environment. We were able to identify glucose and Na binding sites with a relation to those identified in vSGLT as both of them share the same 1:1 stoichiometry. We recognize constructed model to be suitable for further analysis and development of existing and potentially new inhibitors as a treatment of type II diabetes or even other related with the SGLT group diseases using advanced MD simulations.
The change of daily protein intake depending on the type of diet with the use of computer program DietaPro DietaPro is a computer program designed to meet the energy and nutrients demand in any kind of diseases in which a specific diet is essential for health status and also to recognize dietary requirement and eliminate any dietary mistakes in healthy children and adults. DietaPro can be useful when it is necessary to quickly change diet parameters and prepare a menu tailored to the specific nutrients requirement in different health problems. The possibility of controlling the content of protein (per kg of body weight) in the daily diet is the next function of this program. The aim of presented analysis is to show the usage of this function of DietaPro in the nutrition of person with chronic kidney disease on the chosen example. DietaPro was used to create a diet for 61 years old man (body mass -82kg; height-174 cm; sitting life style) with diagnosed IV degree of kidneys failure (GFR = 23). In this particular example, the task for DietaPro was to indicate and choose food products poor in protein (recommended 0,6g/kg of body weight/day), saturated fatty acids (SFA < 7% daily energy), cholesterol (max. 200mg/day), simple sugars ( < 10% daily energy) and with proper amount of dietary fiber (20-30g/day) and some minerals (phosphorus max. 700mg, potassium max. 2700mg, sodium max. 1500mg) to meet specific requirement of people with kidneys failure. DietaPro was created on the basis of Microsoft Visual FoxPro 9.0 with the use of MSDN (Microsoft Software Developer Network) -enabling the access to all tools, server and client systems and does not require high class computer devices. The program may be used on the Windows platform in every version (from Win95 to Windows 8.x). The program with data base is estimated as 50 MB and needs minimal amount of operative memory (from 256 MB). The rapports and email messages containing the menu and the results of their analysis may be created in PDF directly from this program. The analysis of a daily diet and nutritional habits of a presented man and its comparison with recommended values in such advanced kidneys disease showed many nutritional mistakes. Too high intake of protein (1,1g/kg body weight), SFA, table sugar, cholesterol and phosphorus (more than twice in case of phosphorus) were stated. As a result of DietaPro applying all dietary mistakes were eliminated from a diet of this man and a special menu adjusted to his health condition and organism efficiency was created. DietaPro enables to detect nutritional mistakes and to create very quickly a healthy diet for every person in each situation, including urgent situations in which habitual diet needs to be replaced by special diet that becomes the essential factor for the quality of life. It should be also pointed that the usage of DietaPro in practice may help in accurate analysis of nutritional demands in different patients and make the collaboration between physician and dietician easier.
cochlea. Application of shading and smoothing algorithms turned out beneficial for better visual perception of the cochlea. Created models of the inner ear revealed location of the cochlea inside the petrous bone and its relationship towards neighboring structures. To conclude: morphology of the cochlea and its geometrical design can be investigated from a stack of micro-CT scans composed into 3D models. Mesh models appeared more convenient for studying morphometrical features of the cochlea than their volume rendering images. 3D models may be helpful in surgical procedures and used in modeling anatomy of the human ear. Numerical parameter estimation is a very important and not trivial task during the system identification process. This is because there is no 'universal' method that can be applied for all types of identified models. Especially in systems biology, where models have many parameters and small number of experimental measurements, this task is really challenging. Usually, parameter estimation of cellular pathway mathematical models is based on minimizing a given weighted quadratic objective function. This type of objective function takes into account the output of the model and corresponding experimental data collected in subsequent times. The semi-quantitative data usually comes from socalled blots, which after quantization may be compared only within one blot but not between two different blots. In our previous works we performed gradient-based estimation of not only model parameters but also additional scale factors, one factor per blot. Such an approach made the estimation problem feasible but increased considerably computational complexity of the problem. In present work we propose another approach to parameter estimation based on semi-quantitative data that does not require estimation of scale factors. We normalize both the experimental data and the output of the model. The experimental data is normalized ones, before the parameter estimation procedure. The output of the model is re-normalized in every iteration of the gradient-based parameter estimation. The numerical results obtained for a mathematical model of DNA repair process show advantages on the new method. Support vector machines (SVM) technique is a well established method of supervised data analysis. It is widely used in many scientific areas including biology and medicine. This is because of its robustness and effectiveness. Support vector machines, when compared to other methods of supervised data analysis, frequently appear the best choice. Practical application of SVM requires from the user specification of several options/ parameters, for example type of the kernel and the regularization parameter C (penalty factor in the minimized quadratic objective function). In general, it should be done by validation on an independent data set or the cross-validation. A very common practice is specification of these parameters based on the user's experience or by using default options of the numerical procedure. In this work we focus on specification of the penalty term C. We have found that for given class distributions of the training set the optimal value of C depends on the number of samples. Based on this observation we propose a modification of the minimized quadratic objective function. Thanks to this modification the optimal value of C depends only on the type of the data and does not depend on the number of samples, which makes the determination of C much easier for the user. 
Gradient
Lateralisation Exercise System for Children Therapy
Gardecki A.
1
, Kawala-Janik A. In this work of interdisciplinary character basics of a LES (Lateralisation Exercise System) were in short presented. The proposed solution ought to support therapy of a lateralisation phenomenon. The proposed LES is a program, which could be successfully applied to the very popular and quite cost-effective NAO humanoid robot in order to enable work with children affected with inter alia autism. The initial study was carried out at the Opole University of Technology. The NAO humanoid robot was implemented for the purpose of interaction with child in order to improve its attention and to help it to focus on given tasks. The robot also enhances the will of the child for making and repeating exercises. At this stage (due to the ethical aspects) some tests were carried out (for the time being) on healthy participants only. A typical LEC system integrates various components for the information exchange in human-robot systems. Implementation of the NAO humanoid robot plays a significant role in autistic children therapy. In accordance with the literature study these robots are both inexpensive and easy to use. The initial study results were promising. A typical modular LES system enables relatively easy adjustment to technical requirements of different devices and therapist strategy. A control desk with panel allows the therapist to intervene in the process of implementation of the exercise and control of its proper course. a year. In statistics MCMC methods are a class of algorithms for sampling from a probability distribution. Such probability distribution can be obtained for example by the use of Bayesian data analysis. The main goal in this study is to investigate the feasibility of a probabilistic model that will best explain the dependency between data. It is based on the known information (a priori information, prior) obtained from experts. Then a posteriori probability density function (posterior) is created from the available data. The posterior is used to simulate the population behaviour. This approach guarantees that the solutions are influenced by both the measured data and the knowledge available before. To illustrate the work of general MCMC methods Metropolis-Hastings type algorithm has been implemented. The presented methodology for simulation of patients behaviour in primary health care is promising. Further investigation of using this approach is warranted. The primary areas of research will be among the others numerical efficiency, efficient ways of creating probability density models and objective methods of creating priors from expert knowledge.
Neural model of cooperation of operator with the system of the parallel driving -a set of inputs data Trzyniec K. Currently, human mental load of information age seems to be one of the most important topics [1] . So, the determination of measure of mental effort for a given position seems to be very important for ergonomic reasons (recommendations for corrective and conceptual ergonomics) and organizational (eg. in order to rationally determine gaps and substitutions at work). Unfortunately there has not been developed a methodology assessing the degree of mental work load, which would allow to obtain clear, objective and quantitative results. Because the operation of an artificial neural network can be assessed by two indicators: learning time and number of errors committed by it, and the number of errors committed by the operator and the time to learn the operational activities may be an indicator of his load information and the degree of difficulty of his training, was placed hypothesis that the artificial neural network can model the transmission of information in the system man -machine. The input data for this network will be codes of communication from signaling devices, and output data -their interpretation (understanding). The aim of the presentation is to present a set of inputs data to the neural model of cooperation operator with the system of the parallel driving used in precision agriculture. The collected data are in the graphic form and it shows the differences between the driving track determined using the GPS on the navigation screen, and the trajectory of the vehicle operated by the operator.
[1] Juliszewski T., Ogińska H., Złowodzki M. 2011. Ergonomia wobec obciążeń praca umysłową. W: Obciążenie psychiczne pracą -nowe wyzwania dla ergonomii. Komitet ergonomii PAN. Kraków, 11.
Rapid prototyping in applications to preoperative planning This work aims to describe computer-aided design and rapid prototyping systems for preoperative planning and fabrication of custom-made medical aims. Advanced manufacturing technologies are used nowadays in the biomedical industry especially in the area of diseases that can affect the human body joints and most often are replaced by artificial joints. These technologies can be also used for preoperative planning of complicated or simple operations, shortening the time of this. 3D models of the patient's body are generated based on computed tomography image data. After evaluation of the 3D reconstructed image, it was used to manufacturing suitable model from plastic powder using Selective Laser Sintering technology. This model can be used to planning operation, how to use surgical tools, place and direction of cuts, position and shape of implant. This technology can help This technology can also help with soft tissue surgery, for example, allowing to determine the shape of the heart valves needed for transplant or how to lead the operation -the surgeon before the operation can see the organ as a model in the actual size and shape.
information between time series of step length and duration. Methods:10 healthy students (5 females, age 22 years) walked 400 m on treadmill at three speeds (4, 5 and 6 km/h). Optical tracking of markers attached to subjects' ankles was used to determine step length and duration time series. Image processing of gait video (200 fps, 720p) was done using C++ OpenCV library. Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (JIDT) was used to calculate transfer entropy T (box kernel with r = 0.3) as a function of lag n for information flow between time series of gait parameters. For 4 km/h, the transfer entropy for the information flow from stride duration to stride length T(SD-> SL) was equal to: 0.48±0.17 bits (n = 1), 0.69±0.19 bits (n = 2), 0.64±0.14 bits (n = 3) and 0.30±0.09 bits (n = 4). For n > 4 the transfer entropy was close to zero. The flow of information for higher treadmill speeds (5 and 6 km/h) was not statistically different. The values of T(SL-> SD) were: 0.58±0.32 bits (n = 1), 0.70±0.24 bits (n = 2), 0.62±0.17 bits (n = 3) and 0.42±0.19 bits (n = 4). To our knowledge, this is the first application of information theory to human gait. We find that information is exchanged almost symmetrically between step length and duration. The transfer entropy has a distinct peak at n = 2 which corresponds to a gait cycle. Cerebral autoregulation (CA) is an important neuroprotective mechanism which maintains relatively stable cerebral blood flow despite changes in cerebral perfusion pressure which may be as high as 100 Torr. It is uncertain whether this mechanism is symmetric, that is to say, if it acts with equal compensatory action to upward as compared with downward changes in arterial blood pressure (ABP). We used transcranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD) to measure blood flow velocity in middle cerebral artery during a sequence of postural changes (sit-> stand-> crouch-> stand) in 12 healthy subjects (7 females, 22 years old). The ABP was concurrently measured by noninvasive photopletysmography. The CA response to blood pressure rises (stand-> crouch) and drops (crouch-> stand) were quantified with the help of the recently formulated AMD model. This model yields two hemodynamic parameters: delay of response and autoregulatory strength. The group-averaged values of the delay time 1.8 ± 0.3 s and the autoregulatory strength 0.20 ± 0.06 1/s for ABP rises were not statistically significant from those of ABP drops. The application of a novel and effective CA metric enabled us to prove that dynamic response of cerebral autoregulation to pressure changes is symmetrical.
Symmetry of dynamical cerebral autoregulation
Patient specific orthoses using RP technologies
Dudek P. Orthotic devices are currently designed to fit a range of patients and therefore they do not provide individualized comfort and function. Using RP methods it is possible to make individual orthosis devices tailored to the individual patient and the disease also characterized by the modern design. A computerized technique for fabricating patient-specific orthotic devices has the potential to provide excellent comfort and allow for changes in the standard design to meet the specific needs of each patient. Reverse engineering methods are combined with rapid prototyping to create patient-specific orthoses. A novel process was engineered to utilize patient-specific surface data of the patient anatomy as a digital input, manipulate the surface data to an optimal form using CAD software, processing also for modern looking and check strength and then processing in rapid prototyping machine for fabrication. Tumor proliferation is a very complex biological proces involving many spatio-temporal scales and planty of bio-chemical processes.
Computer simulation of heterogeneous melanoma
There exist plethora of computer models, which are mimicking some of them [1] . However, the possibility to integrate in a single computational model all of known tumor growth factors remains a dream of the future. Existing models are mainly focused on the mesoscopic processes such as angiogenesis, vascularisation remodeling, and microscopic ones involving DNA and molecular scales (e.g. metabolic
